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Executive Summary 
Section 2, NRG-5 VNFs, discusses the drone-related and energy-related VNFs pertaining to NRG-5. In 
order to have a clear understanding of each VNF, we have included functional and the operational 
information, information regarding their interfaces, as well as information about their design and 
deployment. Following this structure, section 2 analyses the Virtual Media Processing Analyzer – vMPA 
VNF, the Virtual Drone Flight Control – vDFC VNF, the Virtual Electric Substation and Rerouting – vESR 
VNF, the Virtualized Renewables Energy Resource – vRES VNF, the Virtual Distributed Energy Storage 
– vDES VNF and the Virtual Phasor Measurement unit – vPMU VNF. 
Section 3, Network Services, discusses the Network Services pertaining to NRG-5. The analysis 
includes a functional description, the VNFs involved, the control flow of the service, relevant KPIs, as well 
as the detailed design of the service. Following this structure, Section 3 the Advanced Metering 
Infrastructure as a Service – AMIaaS, the Dispatchable Demand Response as a Service – DDRaaS and 
the Predictive Maintenance as a Service – PmaaS. 
Section 4, CI-SLAs and Infrastructure Monitoring, discusses the monitoring of Critical Infrastructure 
(CI), establishing a distinction between direct and indirect monitoring components. These two types of 
components, work together with the infrastructure automation, to ensure the necessary SLAs. A direct 
monitoring workflow is presented, providing the basic processing elements for the direct monitoring 
paradigm. Subsequently, the indirect monitoring of CI is discussed, using a data-driven monitoring work 
flow. In order to demonstrate how the data-driven monitoring workflow can be applied for network monitor, 
we are analysing two cases, the link quality prediction and the automatic transmission detection. 
Section 5, Elastic VNF chaining and relocation, provides the necessary details regarding the Elastic 
Chaining and Relocation Processor (ECRP), which ensures that the smart energy applications’ 
requirements are met at all times. ECRP is based on the MAPE-K (Monitor, Analyse, Plan, Execute) 
adaptation control loop, utilising also a Translation Engine, a Publish/Subscribe Broker (PSB) for reliable 
intercommunications, a persistent storage and a Zookeeper Server for having a consistent view of the 
messages exchanged. All the different components are discussed in detail and the various messages 
exchanged are presented. 
Section 6, VNF catalogue, provides the collection of VNFs and NSs that have been onboarded on the 
NRG-5 catalogue, as well as a set of data (JSON) objects that capture the data model used by the NRG-
5 system. More particularly, a YAML descriptor is provided for all the NRG-5 VNFs and NSs, followed by 
the necessary descriptors that enable the instantiation of the 3 main NRG-5 use cases, namely the 
Advanced Metering Infrastructure as a Service – AMIaaS, the Dispatchable Demand Response as a 
Service – DDRaaS and the Predictive Maintenance as a Service – PmaaS. Additioanlly, we provide a 
collection of data (JSON) objects that capture the data model used by the NRG-5 system. More 
particularly, the collection of the data objects pertaining to the Os-An/An-Ma interface are presented, 
providing also information on how they are interlinked with each other. 
Section 7, Conclusions, concludes the document. 
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1 Introduction 
Section 2, NRG-5 VNFs, discusses the VNFs pertaining to NRG-5. It is separated in two main sections, 
one discussing the drone-related VNFs, in section 2.1, and a separate one discussing the energy-related 
VNFs, in section 2.2. Each VNF has been considered in many different aspects, so as to have a holistic 
understanding of their functionality and usage. In this respect, we have collected a set of information so 
as to describe both the functional and the operational aspects of the VNF, its interfaces, as well as its 
design and deployment. More particularly, section 2.1.1 is discussing the Virtual Media Processing 
Analyzer – vMPA VNF, while section 2.1.2 discusses the Virtual Drone Flight Control – vDFC VNF. 
Subsequently, section 2.2.1 presents the Virtual Electric Substation and Rerouting – vESR VNF, section 
2.2.2 deals with the Virtualized Renewables Energy Resource – vRES VNF, section 2.2.3 analyses the 
Virtual Distributed Energy Storage – vDES VNF and, finally, section 2.2.4 discusses the details pertaining 
to the Virtual Phasor Measurement Unit – vPMU VNF. 
Section 3, Network Services, discusses the Network Services pertaining to NRG-5. The analysis of each 
service provides information regarding its functional description, the VNFs involved and the overall control 
flow of the service (VNF FG/flow). It also includes the relevant KPIs for performance and status 
measurements, as well as the detailed design of the service. Following this structure, Section 3.1 
discusses the Advanced Metering Infrastructure as a Service – AMIaaS, section 3.2 presents the 
Dispatchable Demand Response as a Service – DDRaaS, while section 3.3 provides the details regarding 
the Predictive Maintenance as a Service – PmaaS. 
Section 4, CI-SLAs and Infrastructure Monitoring, drives the discussion on the monitoring of Critical 
Infrastructure (CI). Firstly, it establishes a distinction between direct and indirect monitoring components. 
The former involves the direct observation of event/alerts on CI, while the latter involves the monitoring of 
the network and processing infrastructure that supports the direct monitoring of CI. These two types of 
components, work together with the infrastructure automation, so as to ensure the necessary SLAs. 
In section 4.1, a direct monitoring workflow is presented and discussed, providing the basic processing 
elements encountered in the direct monitoring paradigm.  
Section 4.2, discusses the case of indirect monitoring of CI, focusing on the monitoring of network and 
processing infrastructure. It presents a data-driven monitoring work flow, which enables the development 
of supervised and unsupervised monitoring models. The monitoring work flow is generic one. However, 
the actual implementation and tuning require a custom approach. As examples on how the data-driven 
monitoring workflow can be applied for network monitor, we are presenting two cases, the link quality 
prediction, in section 4.2.1, and the automatic transmission detection, in section 4.2.2.  
The former case deals with a link quality estimator, which targets to assist the network optimization 
algorithm in minimizing the packets that are lost, while communicating with other nodes in the network, 
such as a drone. The link quality is modelled using three distinct classes (good, bad, and intermediate), 
based on the packet received ration (PRR). Using this approach, we have designed a classifier that is able 
to predict the quality of a wireless link, used by various devices, involved in the CI-SLA monitoring.  
The latter case discusses the development of a system capable to automatically detect transmissions in 
the wireless spectrum. More particularly, we automatically identify transmissions in wireless radio 
spectrum and perform identification on streaming data. A subsequent automatic transmission classification 
step on identified transmissions can be applied, to determine the originating technology or provide some 
other relevant characterization. With the automatic transmission detector, we can assess the crowdedness 
in the wireless spectrum and better manage/configure the devices involved in the CI-SLA monitoring. 
Section 5, Elastic VNF chaining and relocation, discusses and analyses the Elastic Chaining and 
Relocation Processor (ECRP), which is responsible to ensure that the smart energy applications’ 
requirements are met at all times. The basis for the design and implementation of ECRP is the MAPE-K 
(Monitor, Analyse, Plan, Execute) adaptation control loop, introduced by IBM [1]. More precisely, ECRP is 
composed of five processing engines, four of which implement the respective functional modules of MAPE-
K, with the fifth delivering translation services. In parallel, a Publish/Subscribe Broker (PSB) is used as a 
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reliable intercommunication system, covering both internal and external interfaces. Finally, a persistent 
storage is also employed, for secure storing of data, while a Zookeeper Server is used for having a 
consistent view of the messages exchanged.  
The overall architecture of ECRP is discussed in section 5.1. Section 5.2, provides a detailed description 
of the NRG-5 PSB - Message Bus, based on Apache Kafka [2], providing also details regarding the 
messages (Kafka topics) exchanged. Section 5.3, discusses the necessary details regarding the 
Translation Engine, as well as the messages produced by the Translation Engine. Section 5.4, provides 
the detailed design of the Monitoring Engine, which takes advantage of the Ceilometer telemetry tool [3], 
leverages on a Kafka brokering mechanism and uses data adaptation and transformation services. Section 
5.5 presents the Analysis Engine, which converts raw monitored data into useful statistics and information. 
It may utilise Machine Learning and deterministic algorithms, discussed further in sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, 
respectively. Following, section 5.6 provides a set of details regarding the Planning Engine, which 
orchestrates one or more optimisation algorithms to improve resource planning and assignment and 
produce recommendations on how to improve Virtual Network Function Forwarding Graphs (VNFFGs) 
topologies and network configuration policies. Finally, section 5.7 discusses details regarding the 
Execution Engine of ECRP, which responsible to deploy the results of the planning process. 
Section 6, VNF catalogue, provides the collection of VNFs and NSs that have been onboarded on the 
NRG-5 catalogue, as well as a set of data (JSON) objects that capture the data model used by the NRG-
5 system.  
Particularly, section 6.1 focuses on NRG-5 VNF and provides, for each of them, a textual description, its 
YAML descriptor, as well as a diagram that captures the relationships among the components of the VNF. 
The considered VNFs are vPMU, vAAA, vBCP, vMCM, vTSD, vDES, vRES, vESR, vDFC, vMPA and 
vMME.  
Using the NRG-5 VNFs as building blocks, section 6.2 presents the definitions regarding the NRG-5 NSs, 
which provide a specific service to the network. Each NS is presented with a brief textual description, a 
descriptor using YAML notation and a visual representation of the NS to better understand the relationship 
among its components. The considered NSs are AAA-ns, Demand-response-ns, Drone-piloting-analysis-
ns, Machine-cloud-machine-ns, Mobility-management-ns, PMU-calculated-ns and PMU-raw-ns.  
Starting from OSM release 5, it is possible to define and instantiate network slices modeled as a set of 
NSs connected by virtual links. Following this approach, section 6.3 provides descriptors that enable the 
instantiation of the 3 main NRG-5 use cases, namely the Advanced Metering Infrastructure as a Service 
– AMIaaS, the Dispatchable Demand Response as a Service – DDRaaS and the Predictive Maintenance 
as a Service – PmaaS. 
Subsequently, in section 6.4 we are presenting the data objects pertaining to the Os-An/An-Ma interface. 
Section 7, Conclusions, concludes the document. 
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2 NRG-5 VNFs 

2.1 Drone VNFs 

2.1.1 Virtual Media Processing Analyzer – vMPA 

2.1.1.1 Functionality/Operation Description 

The objective of the virtual Media Processing & Analysis (vMPA) VNF is to provide video and image 
processing/analysis services, using the camera output of a flying drone, in a (close to) real-time fashion. 
Based on this, vMPA VNF will support the following services: 

• Inspect underground pipes, by detecting ground surface modifications: visual aspect of the grass, 
disappearance of grass, ground floor movements, presence of machines. 

• Detect people or vehicles in forbidden zones. 
• Detect structural problems by using thermal images. 

NRG-5 utilizes the vMPA for processing video data, transmitted from drones, so that drones may fly, 
without requiring the explicit presence of human controllers, when possible. More particularly, vMPA 
supports: 

• Video analysis: receiving a video stream from a unicast/multicast IP address, the vMPA is able to 
perform vision analysis, close to real time fashion. 

• Image processing: Similar to video stream, standalone images can also be analyzed. 
• Alerting services: in case that the video processing analyzer finds some misbehavior in the video 

detecting, one of the scenarios described in the video analysis part, an alert is raised to warn the 
central maintenance office to check the video/images. 

• Storage services: videos received by the vMPA can be locally stored and/or sent to other places, 
for instance, a central control room. Every video stored locally will be deleted, when the vMPA is 
deleted. 

 
Figure 1: vMPA high-level architecture 

The high-level architecture depicted in Figure 1 shows the internal structure of vMPA. More particularly, 
regarding use case 2, a drone camera is used as a video source. However, it could be any other type of 
video source, as the VNF is generic enough to be used in any other application.  
Refering to Figure 1, the vMPA daemon runs the algorithm of image processing and gets the video 
streaming from a source, the drone in this case. The vMPA starts a streaming server, where vMPA daemon 
can be used as a bridge, for real time video, where remote users can connect to watch the video. For 
further information about the vMPA daemon for image processing, please refer to the D3.2 [4]. 
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The access through the webservice is monitored by the vAAA that has the credentials of the users that 
may login. This webservice offers a website, where users have different options, based on their roles or 
according to the user permissions. The main functionalities of the website is to watch the real-time video 
and the associated alerts of the detection results, so the user can check and verify if the alert is valid or 
not. 
The users can be connected to the web page through a web browser, so they can see the real-time video 
and the alerts or directly to the streaming source, with a video player that supports streaming playing.
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Figure 2: vMPA internal workflow detail 
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The internal workflow of the vMPA is depicted in Figure 2, above. 
The user (Pilot) personal computer and drone are user equipment and are outside the VNF. The pilot may 
be in the industrial installations, near the xMEC (and the vMPA) or remotely connected from any place in 
the world. 
The pilot of the drone or the security manager needs to be a user with administrator permissions to select 
the drone streaming to be shown and analysed, otherwise, as normal user, only the streaming of the 
selected drone is accessible. Once the dashboard is loaded, a login screen is shown, so users can fill the 
credentials for authentication. These credentials are sent to the vAAA and the vAAA reply with a token id 
for the user and session, so user can fulfil actions with authorization. Once logged into the dashboard, a 
request to the vMPA daemon is made to bring the list of drones that can stream video. 
Once the video streaming is opened, the user is able to view the video and watch it during the flight 
mission. The vMPA daemon continuously updates the dashboard of the user, showing the alerts of the 
detections on the streamed video. This detection makes the vMPA daemon send a warning message to 
the vDFC and so it can change the flight mode, to get more details about the detection. 

2.1.1.2 Interfacing with other VNFs 
The interface between vMPA and the other VNFs is performed by the API rest referred in vMPA API, 
section 9.1. 

2.1.1.3 VNF design/deployment 

The virtual Media Processing Analysis (vMPA) is a VNF that includes three main components: 

• Video analysis 
• Web server 
• Streaming server 

The application is built over Docker and Docker Compose has been used to orchestrate the containers, 
connections and networks inside the vMPA VNF. 
For an NFV framework, a simple image or docker compose instruction is provided, so once launched, 
automatically all services are up and running, waiting for the video to be analysed. It’s required to define 
a domain to access the web server. Web server should have an IP or domain to load all components 
around it, but as IP cannot be set up once running, the best solution is to use a fully qualified domain 
name, so any machine can access the web server as the IP is translated upon DNS request. Also, the way 
to access the machine is the same every time, without needing to know the IP of the VNF. 

2.1.2 Virtual Drone Flight Control – vDFC 

2.1.2.1 Functionality/Operation Description 
The virtual Drones Flight Control (vDFC) VNF is able to perform real time autonomous control of drones. 
This VNF may also be used for applications, such as precision agriculture, security monitoring of critical 
infrastructures and crowd management. The vDFC VNF performs the waypoint flight planning software for 
a swarm of drones, for carrying out complex surveying activities with minimum time and effort.  
More particularly, vDFC supports:  

• Basic real time control of the drone: any user (overlooking the current countries regulation) may 
control the drone by using a standard keyboard. The user can watch, in near-real-time, the video 
the drone is capturing and be aware of the telemetry of the current state of the drone. 

• Flight planning: a flight plan can be set as point marks. vDFC can guide the drone to avoid 
collisions, based on a 3D map of the terrain, constructions and objects present in the surrounding 
environment of the flying drone. 
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• Remote login to control the drone: any user having the appropriate authorization to login to the 
system can connect to the vDFC and start controlling the drone remotely, in the same way as if it 
is into the network. 

 
Figure 3: vDFC high-level architecture 

The high-level architecture depicted in Figure 3, shows the internal structure of the vDFC. In this project, 
for the use case 2, it’s used a drone controller with the MAVLink protocol, as it is open source and uses 
open hardware devices, to be run on. The VNF is generic enough to be used in any other application, 
having a drone that uses a MAVLink protocol controller. 
Referring to Figure 3, the vDFC daemon is the component that runs the drone connectivity and control 
and allows the connection to selected drones by a user. It also allows the interaction between the vMPA 
and the vDFC, changing the flight mode, when a detection alert is received. 
The MAVLink proxy is the component that allows running from the edge the drone, translating the actions 
from the user or the daemon (that reacts to the vMPA results) to the drone flying mode. 
The access through the webservice is monitored by the vAAA server that has the credentials of the users 
that can be logged in. This webservice offers a website, where users have different options, according to 
their roles or permissions. The main functionalities of the website it to watch the drone list, authorize the 
drones and launch the ground control, all from the same site. It will create a connection to allow the user 
to be connected to the MAVLink proxy to control the drone. 
For further information about the vDFC details, please refer to [4]. 
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Figure 4: vDFC internal workflow detail 
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The internal workflow of the vDFC is depicted in Figure 4. 

The user (Pilot) personal computer and drone are user equipment and are outside the VNF. The pilot may 
be in the industrial installations, near the xMEC (and the vDFC) or remotely connected from any place in 
the world. Once the drone is configured and power connected, the drone informs the MAVLink proxy that 
it is ready to flight and the information is passed to the vDFC daemon that build up the list of drones to be 
shown to the users with an administration role. 

The pilot of the drone needs to be a user with administrator permissions to get connectivity for the ground 
control, otherwise, as normal user, only the telemetry data is accessible. Once the dashboard is loaded, a 
login screen is showed, so users can fill the credentials and be identified. These credentials are sent to 
the vAAA and the vAAA answers with a token id for the user and session, so user can realise actions with 
authorization. Once logged in to the dashboard, a request to the vDFC daemon is made, to bring the list 
of drones ready to flight, so the pilot can authorize which drones of the list are going to fly. This is a double 
method of validation of the drones to be operated: The drone needs to be properly configured to connect 
to the vDFC daemon and the pilot need to authorise the drone confirming that is a trustworthy one. Once 
the drone is selected, a quick view is shown with the flight mode and a button to open the flight ground 
control that downloads a configuration file, with the right setting, so the ground control can be connected 
to the MAVProxy and it to the drone. 

Once the ground control is opened, the pilot can control the drone. A mission can be uploaded to the drone 
via the ground control, or a go to point in the map action can be performed. The ground control can 
command the drone via the MAVLink proxy. Once the drone starts the flight, the telemetry is read by the 
vDFC daemon, continuously updating the dashboard of the user. The flight is run until the end, unless a 
detection is made by the vMPA. This detection makes the vMPA send a warning message to the vDFC 
daemon and the vDFC daemon changes the flight mode to get more details about the detection flying on 
circles over the detected subject. After the end of the temporal change of flight mode, the rest of the 
mission continues, until the end. 

2.1.2.2 Interfacing with other VNFs  

The interface between vDFC and the other VNFs is performed by the API rest referred in vDFC API, 
section 9.2. 

2.1.2.3 VNF design/deployment 

The virtual Drone Flight Control (vDFC) is a VNF that includes three main components: 

• Drone flight control itself 
• Web server 
• MavLink server 

The application is built over Docker and Docker Compose has been used to orchestrate the containers, 
connections and networks inside the vDFC VNF. 

For an NFV framework, a simple image or docker compose instruction is provided so once launched, 
automatically all services are up and running, waiting for the video to be analysed. It’s required to define 
a domain to access the web server. Web server should have an IP or domain to load all components 
around it, but as IP cannot be set up once running, the best solution is to use a domain, so any machine 
can access the web server as the IP is translated upon DNS request. Also, the way to access the machine 
is the same every time, no needing to know the IP if the VNF. 
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2.2 Energy VNFs 

2.2.1 Virtual Electric Substation and Rerouting – vESR 

2.2.1.1 Functionality/Operation Description 

The virtual Electric Substation and Rerouting (vESR) VNF actuates the requests of the application logic, 
while maintaining the system in the nominal condition and in the limits imposed by the grid codes. 
Therefore, the main objective of the vESR is to control the power injections at the nodes of the electrical 
grid, to solve problems related with the management of the distribution grid, such as avoiding condition of 
over voltages that could lead to disconnection of power generators connected to the grid. 

The algorithm implements a coordinated voltage control to perform active and reactive power 
compensations in the electrical grid. In the proposed control application, the effort of regulating the critical 
points of the grid is shared among all the nodes contributing to the power injection. This solution increases 
the capability of compensating grid-related problems compared to the solutions currently applied in 
distribution grids. To actuate the coordinated control strategy, the vESR acts on the nodes of the medium 
voltage (MV) grid and sends set-points values of active and reactive power that has to be actuated at the 
low voltage (LV) grid.  

To solve the optimization problem, the vESR interrogates the other VNFs to obtain aggregated data of the 
specific MV node. The task of aggregating the power generation and storage data of the single points of 
the LV feeders is done by vDES and vRES, while vPMU provides voltage measurements at each node. 
The active and reactive power consumption data is obtained by means of NORM devices or on existing 
smart metering infrastructure normally installed in the distribution grid. 

The results of the optimization are set points values that each node has to provide to overcome problems 
of power congestions and situations, where voltage exceeds the limits imposed by the grid code. Once 
the vDES and vRES have received the set-points, they re-distribute downstream the commands to the 
electrical devices connected to the LV feeder. 

2.2.1.2 Interfacing with other VNFs  

The interface between vESR and the other VNFs is performed by the API rest referred in section 9.3. 

2.2.1.3 VNF design/deployment 

The virtual Electric Substation and Rerouting (vESR) is a VNF that includes one main component, 
respectively the vESR algorithm described in section 2.2.1.1. 
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Figure 5: vESR deployment 

The application is configured with Docker and a Compose configuration file (docker-compose.yml) has 
been used to manage the containers, connections and networks inside the vESR, as described in Figure 
5, above. 

2.2.2 Virtualized Renewable Energy Resources – vRES 

2.2.2.1 Functionality/Operation Description 

Introduction 

The virtualized RES (vRES) VNF is focusing to address the issue of the intermittent nature of the energy 
production of weather dependent RES that potentially could lead to significant energy unbalances at local 
and global smart grid levels, consequently threatening the continuous operation of the smart grid. The 
vRES supports the holistic management of RES sites, contributing to the smart grid stabilization process. 
It particularly focuses on NORM-controlled RES installations, making available the energy production and 
flexibility that photovoltaic (PV) cells, PV parks or wind farms offer.  

Functionality 

The vRES functionality objectives include the abstraction of the monitoring and control operations of RES. 
It enables both the self-consumption scenario and in a broader way the AMIaaS and DDRaaS (see 
sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively). More specifically, vRES is responsible for providing aggregated 
information about the active and the reactive power levels of each of the LV nodes that receives grid data 
from the vRES clients through the vMCM to the vESR (see section 2.2.1). vESR oversees the MV grid for 
power imbalances and through vRES/vDES acts upon them sending set-point values of active and reactive 
power for specific MV nodes that have to be actuated at the low level LV grid. This leads to the second 
key objective of vRES functionality which is the control operations that it performs. vRES forwards MV 
level power operations that vESR instructs to the LV grid through the relevant RES clients, as a set of one 
or more RES set points.  

Operation 

The vRES achieves the aforementioned functionality objectives by being closely coupled with vMCM and 
vESR in the context of xMEC. xMEC is conceptually interconnected with 5G-NORM powered RES 
installations. As Figure 6 below illustrates, 5G-NORM among others components facilitates a set of 
components/clients that support vRES operation and address the monitoring operations abstraction 
objective. 
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Figure 6: vRES components in the NRG-5 service logic 

Each RES installation is equiped with a vRES client which is responsible for gathering the relevant energy 
data. vRES client applies to a unique Busbar ID that corresponds to a LV node. It interfaces directly with 
the distribution grids node and receives raw data that include information that refer to the RES stations 
and with the vMCM client through an MQTT broker. vRES client reformat the gathered data in the right 
format and forwards them to the vMCM client. In addition, vRES client receives power balancing actuation 
commands from the vMCM through vMCM client.  

The vRES receives the latest RES installations' power measurements by polling to the vMCM. Each 
measurement has a unique UNIX Timestamp attribute which helps vRES to differentiate between old and 
new measurements. In addition, the value of each measurement is thought as valid only if the gap between 
the current and the previews timestamp of the device id (LV node) that belongs to this measurement is 
smaller than a maximum time gap which can be set dynamically and it is calculated in seconds. If the latest 
measurement for a given RES node of the grid is valid, then the aggregation process calculates the MV 
node active power and reactive power and stores it in the database.  

2.2.2.2 Interfacing with other VNFs 

vRES resides in the xMEC, it interfaces with vMCM through a persistent web connection (websocket) and 
with vESR through a REST-API. As already mentioned above, vRES main objective is to collect and 
provide aggregated power generation data that receives from the RES installation through vRES client. 
Active and Reactive power data are aggregated under a MV node ID and are sent through a RESTful 
interface to the vESR.  

On the other way around, vESR processes the information received and by appying them into power load 
balancing algorithms, if necessary, returns to the vRES the appropriate power balancing command the 
corresponds to a MV node. This could be either an increase or decrease power generation values 
command. Then, vRES upon receiving the instruction it applies a power load balancing algorithm (this can 
either be an isomeric increase or decrease instruction of the LV nodes that adhere to a specific MV node 
or a more sophisticated algorithm), calculates the new values and notifies vMCM about the required control 
command that needs to be forwarded to the vRES client. vRES high level architecture is depicted in the 
Figure 7 below.  
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Figure 7: vRES high level architecture 

vRES is implemented as a Django Python application, whilst RESTful API is developed based on Django 
REST Framework. The vRES operation is supplemented by a Postgres relational database that ensures 
that the power balancing operations can persist any misfortunate failure, which enhances applications 
robustness.  

Data Flow 

Figure 8 presents the vRES operation's Data Flow as described. 

 

Figure 8: vRES Data Flow 
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The interface between vRES and the other VNFs is performed by the REST-API, which is described above. 
For means of completeness and detail it is also included in Table 1 and Table 2 below. 

Table 1: vRES API abstract description 

Origin Destination Description Example 

vRES vMCM (GET) Reading Power data from vMCM /things (Ditto)  

vRES vMCM (POST) Sending control data to vMCM to 
be forwarded to the vRES client 

/things/{thingsID}/inbox/messag
es/vRES_switch 

vRES vESR (POST) Sending aggregated power data 
of a MV node to vESR 

 

vESR/v* vRES (GET) vRES exposes RESTful API, 
through which vESR or any other VNF is 
able to receive aggregated power data 

 

 

Table 2: vRES_client abstract description 

Origin Destination Description Example 

vMCM client vRES client (MQTT) Reading Power data from vMCM 
by subscribing to the vRES topic 

/vRES_topic/commands 

vRES client vMCM client (MQTT) Sending structured power data of 
the specific RES busbar ID as a payload 
to a message to RES specific topic 

/vRES_topic/data (payload Ditto 
things format) 

 

Complete API description is presented in section 9.4. 

2.2.2.3 VNF design/deployment 

The vRES application and Postgres database are built in a containerized format over Dockers. Docker 
Compose configuration file (docker-compose.yml) has been developed to describe and orchestrate 
relationships of the containers, interfaces and networks inside the vRES VNF.  

The vRES VNF is described in VNF descriptor (VNFD) which includes information about resources that 
are required in order to facilitate the vRES implementation (components), connectivity descriptors that 
include connetion points and virtual links and other VNF parameters etc. In addition, vRES VNF consists 
of a single VDU with three connection points (CP). Two of them will be used for data to facilitate the 
communication between vMCM and vESR and the other one for management. VDU among others, hosts 
the VNF and is configured based on the VNFD that is defined. More details about the vRES VNF are 
included in section 6.1. 

2.2.3 Virtual Distributed Energy Storage – vDES 

2.2.3.1 Functionality/Operation Description 

Virtual Distributed Energy Storage (vDES) is a virtual network function that belongs to the group of “Smart 
Energy Specific VNFs”. It is responsible for: 

• Giving aggregated, per-geographical area, information about the storage capacity, the stored 
energy and the corresponding state of charge (SoC), the active power and the reactive power; 

• Receiving requests for increasing/releasing the stored energy, in a certain area, and trigger the 
power imbalance resolution actions, for the available ESPs; 
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vDES keeps polling vMCM for the latest data from the Energy Storage Points (ESPs), so that it is able to 
generate aggregated values, required by collaborative VNFs, e.g. vESR. Then it can send messages to 
ESPs, through vMCM, and enforce the energy balancing requests, decided by vESR. The algorithms of 
handling energy balancing requests are configurable, e.g. evenly distributing requested value to all 
devices, water-filling, or more sophisticated heuristic algorithm. The operation logic of vDES is shown in 
Figure 9, below. 

 

 

Figure 9: The operation logic of vDES 

In order to have a unified energy data abstraction, each ESP device is equipped with a software module, 
called vDES_client, responsible for gathering the energy data and structure them in the right format, ready 
to be sent to vMCM. vDES_client is also responsible for reading power balancing commands from vDES 
via vMCM and vMCM_client and enforcing commands to the device, in which it is hosted. 

2.2.3.2 Interfacing with other VNFs 

The interfaces between vDES and other components, and the interfaces between vDES_client and other 
components are described as following. The detailed information of APIs exposed by vDES is documented 
in section 9.5. 

The interface for integrating vDES with other components includes: 

• Reading data from vMCM: vDES calls the “GET /things” interface provided by vMCM to get 
information of ESPs. 

• Sending data to vMCM: vDES calls the “POST /things/{thingId}/inbox/messages/vDES_switch” 
interface provided by vMCM to send commands to ESPs. 

• Exposing data to collaborative VNFs, e.g. vESR: vDES provides RESTful interfaces to allow 

collaborative VNFs reading data which include “aggregated energy group information” and 
“detailed energy group information”. 

• Accepting data from collaborative VNFs, e.g. vESR: vDES provides a RESTful interface to allow 

collaborative VNFs sending “energy policy enforcement commands” to it. 

The interface for integrating vDES_client with other components includes: 

xMEC
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S2S1

S4

S3

S6

vDES

vMCM

1) Devices send periodic data to vMCM

vESR

3) vDES gives aggregated data to vESR
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2) Request for 
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• Reading/Sending data from/to data sources, e.g. Battery Storages, Electrical Vehicle 
Charging Stations: vDES_client defines a unified abstraction of data sources which has two 
abstract functions, “send” and “recv”, to allow vDES_client reading/sending data from/to data 
sources. For each type of data source, the owner of the data source has to implement the two 
abstract functions. By this way, it enables vDES_client to be extended to work with any type of data 
source. 

• Reading data from vMCM_client: vDES_client communicates with vMCM_client via MQTT 
broker. It subscribes to a MQTT topic specified by vMCM_client to read data from vMCM_client. 
The data is represented in JSON format. 

• Sending data to vMCM_client: vDES_client publishes JSON format data to a specific MQTT topic 
to allow vMCM_client reading the data via MQTT broker. 

2.2.3.3 VNF design/deployment 

The software of vDES is a python3 program and can be built into either a virtual machine (VM) or a Docker 
container to generate a deployable VNF. Once the VM or the container is built, they can be integrated into 
an NFV framework with providing appropriate configuration description files required by the NFV 
framework. In order to compose a fully DDRaaS Network Service Chain, vDES needs to know the address 
of vMCM. The address representation can be in “http://domainName:port” format or “http://IP:port” format. 
This can be achieved by putting the address of vMCM in the configuration file of vDES VNF. 

2.2.4 Virtual Phasor Measurement unit – vPMU 

2.2.4.1 Functionality/Operation Description 

The virtual Phasor Measurement Unit (vPMU) VNF will be able to perform two different tasks: 

• Real-time data stream of acquired and synchronized samples of voltages and currents from 
NORM, which are sent in the cloud for the PMU algorithm processing. NRG-5 will utilize the vPMU 
data streams for processing data transmitted from NORM and will generate phasor, frequency and 
rate of change of frequency (rocof) calculations, based on that measurements; 

• Real-time data stream of NORM’s PMU-based calculated results, containing phasors for voltages, 
frequency and rocof, sent to a vPMU Orchestrator, able to perform different calculations by using 
the information from various grid points.  

The vPMU phasor calculator will support:  

o Calculation of voltage and current phasors 
o Calculation of power system frequency  
o Calculation of rate of change of frequency (rocof) 

The vPMU-Orchestrator will support:  

o Correlation of received voltage and current phasors from different grid points where NORM 
is deployed 

o Classification of grid zones with excess of power generation or with high demand  
o Detection of false or inconsistent data compared with the grid topology and characteristics 

2.2.4.2 Interfacing with other VNFs  

As regards the vPMU as phasor calculator, such VNF is only a data producer for the other VNFs, hence it 
does not provide any inbound APIs. The resulting data is sent, in the current implementation, only to the 
vMCM, which is providing the receiving interface. 

The raw sample receiving interface is provided by the VILLASnode application running inside the vPMU. 
VILLASnode, as a third party open source application, offers multiple interfaces, documented in the official 
website [5]. 
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The vPMU-Orchestrator interface is a set of MQTT subscriber modules, which connects to NORMs in the 
field and receives data, based on the publish-subscribe protocol. 

The topic name can be programmed in such a way that different NORMS can be clearly distinguished, 
thus the following lines give only an example: 

Client mosqsub/6520-SCS_027 received PUBLISH (d0, q0, r0, m0, 'NORM/L_057/PMU/Values', ... (264 
bytes)) 

The payload has the structure shown in Figure 10, below: 

{ 
 "PMU": 
 { 
  "PMU_027": 
  { 
   "Phasor_Type":"1", 
   "SVID":"1", 
   "freqFloat":"0.780869", 
   "freqInt":"6", 
   "magFloat":"0.551787", 
   "magInt":"4", 
   "phFloat":"-0.737833", 
   "phInt":"2", 
   "rocofFloat":"-0.535897", 
   "rocofInt":"-8", 
   "timestamp":"1542773408801" 
  } 
 }, 
 "SMXtimestamp":"2018/11/21 04:10:10:005" 
} 

Figure 10: Sample payload structure for vMPU 

In Figure 10, the values of frequency, voltage magnitude, phase and rocof, are expressed as a product of 
a value and a factor expressed as a power of 2.  

With this format, a value such as the voltage magnitude and angle of the phasor can be calculated such 
as: 

V = magFloat * 2magInt 
V_angle = phFloat * 2phInt 

Similar information can be given on another voltage phase of the measured grid, with the "SVID":"2" for 
phase 2 and "SVID":"3" for phase 3. 

All the MQTT messages with topics describing the NORM source are received by vPMU-Orchestrator in 
the format described in the payload and processed accordingly in the vPMU-Orchestrator. The vPMU-
ORC is also a support tool for the vESR, vRES and vDES, as monitoring the power grid footprint in terms 
of localized production and consumption and as confirmation of the effective actions taken by these Energy 
VNFs in order to balance the grid power flow in the region. 

2.2.4.3 VNF design/deployment 

For the vPMU phasor calculator the application is a C/C++ application that can run on a Linux based 
system. The dataflow is depicted in Figure 11, below. The software receives raw values from a data 
acquisition unit and calculates the phasor. The phasor is then forwarded to the vMCM. 
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Figure 11: Data flow vPMU as phasor calculator 

For the vPMU Orchestrator (vPMU-ORC), the VNF is running on a cloud-based Linux machine which is in 
the same VPN with the NORM devices which are sending the real-time PMU data. The virtual function 
vPMU-ORC subscribes to all available NORM devices and receives regularly (each interval from one to 
ten seconds, based on the availability of measurements) a complete set of MQTT messages containing 
JSON payloads in a format described above and ready for processing. 

The vPMU Orchestrator makes an analysis based on the received phasors and on the particular grid 
topology and gives assessments regarding the phasors coherence (abnormal values may be detected) 
and on grid status (regions of excess of produced power or of heavy load compared with local production 
resources), which can be published in form of MQTT messages sent to a local MQTT broker.  

Actors using the information, e.g. a microgrid dispatch service provider, can subscribe to the broker and 
obtain in real time, at a rate similar with the one of the received input data, the assessment of the phasors 
analysis on the monitored microgrid.  

Thus, vPMU-ORC can be easily integrated in an NFV framework, by running inside the appropriate VPN. 
For actors using the function it is needed therefore only the address of the MQTT broker where the vPMU-
ORC is publishing its microgrid assessment based on received phasors and associated frequency and 
rocof from the NORMs or PMU-type devices placed in the microgrid. 
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3 Network Services 
In this section, a description of the Network Services (NS) that were defined in the context of NRG-5 to 
serve the cause of the identified applications, namely AMIaaS, DDRaaS and PMaaS, is provided. Since 
the applications’ framework, context and high-level operations have been presented in deliverable D3.2 
[4], the relevant details are omitted. Instead, focus is being put on the VNFs interoperability under the 
context of these NSs and the aspects that have been differentiated, since the release of D3.2.  

It is worth mentioning that in all three cases, significant feedback from the EUCNC 2019 conference [6] 
was integrated, affecting the design as to what is the best approach towards achieving scalable, robust 
NS configurations. Indeed and as showcased in section 6.1, while virtual-links based implementation of 
the NSs is proposed, we also experimented with service-based architectures with a common bus, as 
documented in AMIaaS, after discussions held during the EUCNC conference. During the real-life 
experimentation of NRG-5 both approaches will be evaluated and assessed as to their performance. 

3.1 Advanced Metering Infrastructure as a Service – AMIaaS 

Advanced Metering Infrastructures (AMI) generally refers to contemporary smart metering devices 
deployments, where bi-directional communications between smart metering infrastructures and Utilities 
headquarters are taking place. Typically, the communication from the smart metering infrastructure to the 
Utilities premises takes place every fifteen minutes. The vision of NRG-5 is to allow for higher rate, up to 
real-time data reporting, effectively allowing for accurate grid state estimation, at large scale. 

In this deliverable, focus of AMIaaS, at least from a NS point of view, is put on the reception and handling 
of data (metering, phasors, as well as data related to renewables and distributed energy storage) towards 
allowing for scaling of the supported monitoring operations (emphasis on the control part is given on the 
DDRaaS case). In this perspective, the functional requirements related to marketplace operations and the 
ability of the end-users to perform utility roaming are skipped from the analysis. 

3.1.1 Functional Description and VNFs involved 

The general functional description of the AMIaaS UC has been presented in D3.2 and is omitted in this 
report for reasons of brevity. Figure 12 presents the general overview of the end-to-end functional 
architecture of the UC, with particular emphasis on the VNFs involved and the associated interfaces among 
them. The various colours are relevant to the interfaces’ compatibility and applied information model. The 
vDES and vRES instances have been grouped together, in terms of colours, indicating that their operation 
and interfaces are similar, though different in context. 

 

Figure 12: Overview of the end-to-end functional architecture and interfaces of AMIaaS 

Table 3, presents the components involved in the AMIaaS UC. 
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Table 3: Components involved in the AMIaaS UC 

Component Location 
Scope 

NS 
Scope 

Comments 

5G NORM NAN No Comprises the SMX as well as all software and hardware 
components, integrated 

VNF clients NORM S/W No The vBCP client can be linked with a Physical Unclonable 
Function, depending on the identity generation procedure.  

Smart Meter NORM H/W No This refers to the actual smart metering device connected to the 
5G-NORM. 

Low-cost PMU NORM H/W No N/A 

vMCM xMEC VNF Yes N/A 

vBCP xMEC VNF Yes N/A 

vAAA xMEC VNF Yes N/A 

vPMU xMEC VNF Yes N/A 

vRES xMEC VNF Yes This is optional but is included for reasons of completeness. 

vDES xMEC VNF Yes This is optional but is included for reasons of completeness. 

vTSD xMEC VNF Yes This is part of the NS, thought it might be inactive, if the smart 
meters have proper connectivity 

vSON xMEC VNF Yes This is part of the NS, thought it might be inactive, if the smart 
meters have proper connectivity 

vMME xMEC VNF Yes Though mobility is irrelevant to the smart meters per se, 
involving the VNF is important for UE registration purposes. 

mDNS xMEC VNF Yes N/A 

Regional MCM Regional DC No This is optional.  

 

At service initialization time, the various VNFs firstly initialize themselves and then get registered against 
the zeroconf service of the NS (implemented as an mDNS VNF). After this phase, the information flow 
from the field to the xMEC and, finally, the regional DC is as follows: 

1. The 5G NORMs “wake up” and check for their connectivity status. 
a. If they determine that they are facing connectivity issues, they setup their connections using 

vSON and vTSD clients, directly communicating with the respecting VNFs. For more 
information, the interested readers should refer to deliverable D2.3 [7]. 

2. Next, they invoke the mDNS VNF service (normally using UDP broadcast) in order to get the 
connection details against the various VNFs. The mDNS VNF acts as a service discovery 
mechanism, effectively implementing the well-known zeroconf protocol [8] [9]. 

3. They advertise their presence to vMME. 
a. Registration to vMME is also part of the vSON and vTSD processes. 

4. Having bootstrapped their core services, the Smart Metering device inside the 5G-NORM gathers 
data and posts them to a local publish-subscribe bus, implemented as a MQTT broker [10]. 

5. This data is gathered by the various vRES, vDES and vBCP clients that in turn: 
a. Handle the relevant RES data (if applicable, performed by the vRES client); 
b. Handle the relevant DES data (if applicable, performed by the vDES client) 
c. Sign the relevant messages (performed by the vBCP client) 
d. Push the data back to MQTT 
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6. The vMCM client gets the signed data and sends them to the vMCM instance of the local xMEC 
instance. 

7. vMCM, in turn, invokes the vBCP so that the validity of the message is verified. 
8. vBCP calls vAAA to verify the sender identity and the integrity of the message. 
9. vMCM, having verified the message, forwards the data to vRES and vDES (if applicable). 
10. vMCM pushes the data to a regional instance of MCM, located at a regional DC. 
11. The operator is able to overview the grid state from dashboards fed with data from that regional 

MCM instance. 

The above sequence of steps is illustrated in the diagram presented in Figure 13 and Figure 14, below.
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Figure 13: AMIaaS sequence diagram (1 of 2). 
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Figure 14: AMIaaS sequence diagram (2 of 2).
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It is worth mentioning that the vPMU and vBCP also share alternative flows, according to which their clients 
may directly communicate with them in order to quickly calculate electricity phasors (see section 2.2.4) 
and interact with blockchain smart contracts (see deliverable D2.3), respectively. 

3.1.2 NS Design  

In order to allow for proper NS operation, at least three networks have been identified as utterly necessary, 
that is: 

• The data network, used for allowing VNFs to interface; 
• The management network, used by operators and the MANO framework (e.g. the VNFMs) or the 

ECRP (see section 5 for details and discussion) to manage the VNFs; 
• The public network, allowing part of the VNFs to interact with UE and third-party software 

frameworks outside of the xMEC plane. 

These networks are depicted in Figure 15, below, where the grey coloured-network stands for the public 
one, the dark teal coloured-network stands for the management one and the fuchsia coloured-network 
stands for the internal data network. 

As per Figure 15, another network is needed, allowing vBCP to interact with vAAA. This is an optional 
network dedicated for that cause; indeed, the interaction of the rest of the VNFs with vAAA is performed 
via vBCP, hence explicit access to its interfaces is not needed. In any case, the implementation of vBCP 
and vAAA has integrated the two VNFs at VDU level, so this network is considered optional and could be 
omitted. 
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Figure 15: Overview of the network architecture of AMIaaS 

Figure 16 presents how the above NS contained virtual networks could be represented in the form of VNF 
forwarding graphs (VNFFG)1.  

 
Figure 16: Indicative NVFFGs covering the AMIaaS UC. 

In total, three VNFFGs may be defined, as tabulated in Table 4, below. 

Table 4: Details on the identified VNFFGs for AMIaaS 

VNFFG ID Involved VNFs Entry/Exit cp Virtual links Comments 

VNFFG0 vPMU, vMCM cp01 / cp26 vl0, vl01 Pertains to caching recent PMU values at 
the edge (vMCM) and at regional level. 

VNFFG1 
vMCM, vBCP, 
vAAA, vRES, 
vDES 

cp02 / cp26 vl1, vl12, vl13 
vl14  

Pertains to caching recent smart 
metering, RES and DES values at the 
edge (vMCM) and at regional level. 

                                                
 
1 The presentation has been slightly simplified for readability purposes (e.g. the VL linking the response of vBCP 
back to vMCM is not shown), also since focus is not laid on VNFFGs definitions. 
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VNFFG2 vBCP, vAAA cp03 / cp41 vl2 Responsible for the permanent storage of 
data in the blockchain. 

 

Despite the fact that the VNFFGs have been adequately modelled, the relevant implementation was 
skipped due to the fact that the combination of MANO and NFVI of choice of the project (ETSI OSM and 
OpenStack, respectively) offered limited capabilities, as per their practical application for the project 
purposes. This is also the reason why no proper NVFFG and Rendered Service Path (RSP) definitions 
are not provided, under a Service Function Chain (SFC) context. Instead, the approach of Figure 15 was 
adopted, effectively implementing part of the forwarding as part of the VNF logic, supported by the mDNS 
VNF. Interestingly, the above networking architecture, when implemented in OpenStack were each VL 
normally corresponds to a new virtual network, would result in the creation of nine virtual networks (eight 
for the VLs and one for management). Instead, the eight networks corresponding to the VLs are merged 
into one.  

It is worth noting, though, that the resulting flexibility and performance is expected to be sub-par when 
compared to a pure SFC-based implementation. 

Further details on the NS definition for AMIaaS are provided in section 6.1, where the (anyway optional) 
vRES and vDES VNFs have been omitted for reasons of brevity, as have the vTSD and vSON (assuming 
full 5G connectivity). 

3.2 Dispatchable Demand Response as a Service – DDRaaS 
Demand response as a Service targets, by means of the application VNFs, to model a micro-grid equipped 
with loads, and renewable resources with optimization functionalities to keep the grid stable.  

The main VNF is the vESR that is in charge to collect real time information from vDES and vRES and in 
response to a trigger generated from the application logic-that defines the high level energy requirements 
of the microgrid – is able to operate an optimization that generate a list of set points that are distributed by 
the VNFs to the real devices. These set-points correspond to actions that allow the device to move their 
consumption profiles in the time window that generate the most benefit to the micro-grid following the 
above energy requirements. 

 

3.2.1 Functional Description and VNFs involved 

The functional description linked to the section 3.2 can be followed in Figure 17, from which we can see 
the two-way round flow of information among application logic and the real devices that have to apply the 
set points. 

In Figure 17 we can see that the real devices send through radio link data through the VNFs and vESR. 
When the application logic sent information about a chosen modality that is extracted from the following 
list:  

• Renewables integration through Demand Response 
• CO2 savings 
• Self-balance modality 

These modalities are translated in a certain list of energy requirements that the vESR take in account when 
running in his operation mode. 

The vESR runs periodically and when a change in the smart grid happens, it re-calculates the new set 
points that bring the micro-grid in the stable zone, as set by the application logic. These set points are then 
sent to the virtual function managing batteries, EVs and PV installation that apply the distribution rules. 
These distribution rules are described in the respective section 2.2. 
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Figure 17 : High level view of DDRaaS 

3.2.2 Information and control flow 

As regard the forwarding graph permitted by the DDRaaS, it is useful to remind that the service is the 
linear composition of different VNFs and, therefore, there are not alternative paths to deploy the service. 

 
Figure 18 : DDRaaS NS 

From the Figure 18 we can infer that there are two main part of the service that we have to handle in order 
to deploy DDRaaS. The first one is related to the integration of low level VNFs like vMCM, vBCP and vAAA 
and the second part of the service enables the data flow to the vESR that act then with the set points. 
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Figure 19 : DDRaaS workflow 

The main information exchanged in this service composes the workflow of the service and it is described 
in the Figure 19, above. 

3.2.3 NS Design  

Please, refer to the sections 6.2, 9.4, 9.5 and 9.6 for more information because the NS coincides with the 
Energy Service provided by the interaction of vESR and vRES and vDES 

3.3 Predictive Maintenance as a Service – PmaaS 

3.3.1 Functional Description and VNFs involved 

Predictive Maintenance as a Service (PMaaS) aims to perform and anticipate the maintenance activities 
in critical infrastructures, using manual, automatic or remote flying mode to control the drone. This control 
can be done remotely, add-hoc or with a pre-selected flight plan. This includes the classical predefined 
predictive maintenance visual checks (fence, industrial structures, thermal analysis, landscape 
movements, etc.) or specific missions for exceptional alerts, e.g. process alarm, intrusion, walls thickness 
measurement, etc. 
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Nowadays, the solutions for predictive maintenance are fragmented. On one hand, different functional 
components are separated, meaning that image capture is one component, image processing unit is 
another component, etc. Additionally, the services of the different components are meant to be run in a 
device, directly connected to the resources needed. For example: the drone directly connected to the 
remote, the video saved in the memory card of the drone or the video processing by injecting the source. 
However, there is not an ecosystem of services that can cohabitate and provide the full, end to end service. 

PMaaS is a service that provides all the components needed for the predictive maintenance of a gas plant, 
as it is the final trial location. The service may be deployed in the xMEC and the user may be connected 
from any point of the world, meaning that there is no need to be directly connected to control the drone or 
to analyse the videos. To the user, the service is provided through a single entry point, the web site, but 
the service is provided by different components. 

For the Predictive Maintenance as a Service (PMaaS) the following VNFs are involved: vDFC, vMPA, 
vBCP, vAAA and vMME. Depicted in Figure 20 there are the VNFs that are involved in the PMaaS and its 
relation between them. 

 
Figure 20: vMPA and vDFC positioning and interworking with the drone and other VNFs 

As user equipment there is a drone. This drone has two parts: (1) a MAVLink controller, opensource air 
controller for UAVs and terrestrial robots; and (2) a video streaming from a camera, installed onboard on 
the drone to capture aerial video, having in this case a normal camera and a thermal one.  

On the xMEC the necessary VNFs are running, refer to Figure 20. The virtual Drone Flight Control (vDFC) 
is in charge of the drone control and driving, allowing any person, including inexperienced people, to 
manage and send the drone to where it’s needed. The virtual Media Processing Analysis (vMPA) is in 
charge of the video processing to detect any parameters needed for the predictive maintenance. The vDFC 
and the vMPA interacts with each other (Figure 21 and Figure 22) to get when the drone if flying so the 
video processing can start, when a detection has been done and being able to change the flight plan to 
get more details, get details of the GPS position of the detected object, etc. Refer to the section 9.1 for 
more details about the information that can be exchanged for the vMPA and section 9.2 for the vDFC. 

Also, on the xMEC there are the vAAA, vBCP and vMME. For more details about them, please refer to the 
document D2.2 [11]. 
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Figure 21: vMPA and vDFC high level architecture 
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Figure 22: PMaaS workflow
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3.3.2 NS Design  
Please, refer to the section 6.3.3, for more information. 
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4 CI-SLAs and Infrastructure Monitoring 
Reliable Critical Infrastructure (CI) for Service Level Agreement (SLA) monitoring relies on direct and 
indirect monitoring components. The direct monitoring components refer to the direct observation of 
events and faults of the critical infrastructure. For instance, for aerial monitoring of a power plant, the 
cameras and the on-drone and edge processing components are considered as direct monitoring 
components. The indirect monitoring components refer to the monitoring of the network and processing 
infrastructure that supports the direct monitoring of the CI. For instance, monitoring the drone status, as 
well as the edge processing components status to decide, at execution time, where to optimally place a 
set of VNFs, forms an indirect monitoring infrastructure. The direct and indirect monitoring components, 
together with the infrastructure automation, interwork to ensure the required SLA. 

4.1 Direct monitoring of the critical infrastructure 
The direct monitoring of the critical infrastructure is an essential task for the service level agreement (SLA) 
tracking, control and enforcement. Critical infrastructures are meant to be running continuously and any 
interruption in the service is translated into a possible risk and an impact that may involve high monetary 
costs. A generic workflow is depicted in Figure 23, below. 

 
Figure 23: Direct monitoring workflow 

Generally speaking, an acquisition element is required to be environment aware. In our case, a drone is 
going to be used with an on-board camera to be able to capture and stream the images of the gas power 
installation. This can be combined with other acquisition sensors, such as surveillance cameras, 
smartphones, smoke and fire sensors and gas sensors. 

All collected data must be ordered and processed. In order to do so, a processing element is required and 
the use of deep learning models results in an innovative and useful solution. As it takes a lot of processing 
power, in our case, an off-board architecture has been chosen. The processing can be done on board on 
the drone, but the computer cost may significantly reduce the drone flying time, as computation cost is 
heavy, both in terms of physical weight and power consumption. Regarding the distance from the source 
(acquisition sensor) an edge or cloud computing can be used. It has to be analysed, if the delay 
requirements are critical or not. In our case, as the drone must be driven depending on the results of the 
image processing, the computation has to be done in the edge, in order to reduce the delay. 

The processed data, in the last step, has to be correlated within the data collected from all sensors, in 
order to confirm the potential detections and alerts. For example, if the intrusion sensor placed in the fence 
has detected a movement, a visual check is required. This visual check is going to be made by a drone, 
replacing the human intervention for the event, until it is doubled checked. If the drone also detects an 
intrusion, the final result of this step will be a confirmed intrusion and it will let the next step to present the 
intrusion alert, through a human machine interface (HMI).  

Finally, as introduced before, the result of the data processing is going to be showed through a human 
machine interface, showing video, images, audio or visual alerts, triggering warning routines. Then, an 
operator or security manager has to intervene and take decisions over the information received. 
Automated decision routines and checklists may also be deployed, to reduce human errors. 
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As far as possible and for audit purposes, all the collected data must be saved in every step of the process. 
It is not mandatory to save the raw data, but key metadata and timestamp should be saved. In our case, 
this is carried out by the vBCP, the blockchain component. 

4.2 Network and processing infrastructure monitoring 
The network and processing infrastructure monitoring, analysis and optimization supports the monitoring 
of the Critical Infrastructures. Among others, network/IT infrastructure monitoring is able to inform the 
MAPE-K optimization engine to place VNFs closer to the device or migrated to a more powerful cloud 
environment. Often the choice is unknown to application developers ahead of time or the potential system 
configurations are numerous. What might be the right choice for a low-end device (such as a smart meter) 
with good connectivity may be a wrong choice for a high-end mobile device (drone) with intermittent or 
satellite connectivity. 

For network and infrastructure monitoring, several components can be monitored: 

• (mobile) device level metrics (e.g. CPU/GPU status, network status, battery level) 
• application requirements (e.g. execution time, memory required)  
• wireless network connectivity metrics (e.g. channel occupancy, delay, packet loss, etc.)  
• energy data, to ensure a functional smart energy infrastructure 

A generic data-driven monitoring workflow is depicted in Figure 24, below. This workflow enables the 
development of data driven models, both supervised and unsupervised, for efficient infrastructure 
monitoring. In this workflow, the incoming data is first pre-processed, which may involve a) removing of 
invalid values, b) interpolating of missing values, c) generating additional, possibly synthetic, features in 
addition to the actual features, d) selecting the most appropriate features, e) possibly employing a window 
selection and f) applying some resampling strategy. Once data is prepared, a suitable model that solves 
the target problem has to be selected and evaluated. The best performing model is then selected for the 
production system. 

 
Figure 24: Data-driven monitoring workflow 

This process is generic and can be applied for various target problems. However, the actual 
implementation and tuning has to be custom made. For instance, to ensure proper connectivity of a drone 
to the base station, in a possibly radio frequency polluted environment for optimal flight control, predicting 
the quality of the link to the base-station is required. In the following sections, we are using two connectivity-
related examples to illustrate how the data-driven monitoring workflow can be applied for network 
monitoring purposes. 

4.2.1 Link quality prediction 
In this section, we develop a link quality estimator that can help the network optimization algorithm 
minimize the packets that are lost, while communicating with other nodes in the network, such as a drone. 
We assume a link quality prediction task and we chose a 3-class, link-distinction model (good, bad and 
intermediate), based on packet received ration (PRR). This distinction was extensively used by [12]; 
however, it also appears in [13], [14] and [15]. Some articles [16], [17] and [18] also use the terminology 
of regions, i.e. connected, transitional and disconnected regions. Using the three-class link quality model, 
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we designed a classifier, able to predict the quality of the wireless link, used by various devices involved 
in the CI-SLA monitoring. 

The source code for the link quality predictor is available, as open source, at 
https://github.com/sensorlab/link-quality-estimation. 

4.2.1.1 Data Pre-processing 

In our data pre-processing approach, we considered the standard machine learning steps that are applied 
to training data for building a predictor. As shown in Figure 24, above, these steps are data cleaning, 
interpolation, feature and window selection and resampling strategy. 

 

Cleaning & interpolation 

Before building a data driven model for link quality estimation, a valid time series describing each link has 
to be extracted. By a valid time series, we refer to a series of ordered tuples where each tuple contains a 
packet sequence number and corresponding measured or calculated link metrics. The values in the tuples 
have to be within valid ranges. For instance, sequence numbers must be in correspondence with the 
packets sent during the trace collection, and the link metrics values have to be in the valid ranges specified 
by the transceiver datasheets or other corresponding documentation.  

In the ML community, there are many approaches on how to handle missing data [19], [20]. In our 
approach, after removing invalid values from the dataset, we selected the best interpolation method from 
the following three candidates: no interpolation, interpolation using Gaussian noise and interpolation using 
domain knowledge. In the case of interpolation with Gaussian noise, gaps of missing data were filled with 
random values based on previous and next valid value. In the case of using domain knowledge, we 
replaced the missing RSSI values with 0, which represents a very bad link with no received signal, yielding 
PRR equal to 0. The possible RSSI values are integers ranging between 0 (bad link with no signal) and 
127 (good link with good signal), while value 128 is an invalid value or an error. 

Figure 25 presents a sample code on how data is parsed and validated, according to domain knowledge 
specifications. The “validate” function accepts integer, which is checked against specified criteria and 
applies changes when necessary. The “parser” function accepts list of pairs made out of sequence number 
and raw RSSI value. It performs validation and it returns reconstructed time series. 

def validate(rssi: int) -> int: 
 # Make sure RSSI is in valid range [0, 127] 
 return 0 if rssi > 128 or rssi < 0 else rssi 
 
def parser(values: Tuple[int, int]) -> pd.Series: 
 # Preallocate 1D array for series 
 arr = np.zeros(shape=[300], dtype=np.uint8) 
 for seq, rssi in values: # go through values 
  arr[seq] = validate(rssi) # apply them 
 
 return pd.Series(arr) # return timeseries 

Figure 25: The validator and parser functions for reconstruction of time series (sample code) 

Our results show (see Table 5) that the best performing model in terms of accuracy (95.2%) is the one 
using domain knowledge in Table 5 (row 4). The model using interpolation with Gaussian noise depicted 
in Table 1 (row 3) achieves 93.4% accuracy. While the difference in accuracy between the two models is 
only about 2 percentage points, their respective confusion matrices indicate that the model using 
interpolation with domain knowledge correctly classifies all three link types in between 87% and 96% of 
instances. The model using interpolation with Gaussian noise is significantly weaker at classifying the 
intermediate class since it only classifies it correctly in 47% of instances. 
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Table 5: Accuracy with different interpolation methods 

Interpolation type Correct predictions per label (%) Overall 
accuracy (%) 

Good Intermediate Bad 

None 88 67 0 88.2 

Gaussian 97 49 94 93.4 

Constant 96 87 96 95.2 

 

Feature selection 

Feature selection is the process of selecting relevant raw features and/or creating synthetic features to be 
used for training of ML algorithms. It is a fundamental process in machine learning and can be done 
manually or, in some cases, can be built by existing algorithms. As shown in the code example of Figure 
26, we generated several synthetic training vectors starting from RSSI by computing feature interactions 
up to the 4th degree (see Table 6). 

As presented in Figure 26 sample, we gradually construct synthetic features RSSIavg, RSSIstd in the first 
and second row. In the third and fourth row, we construct PRR+1 value, which is PRR shifted for window 
size, so every entry in the dataset has future PRR (PRR+1) in place. At the end, we built matrix “X” with all 
available features and their polynomial interactions, and target vector “y”.  

# Construct RSSIavg feature (rolling average) 
df[‘rssi_avg’] = df.rssi.rolling(w_size=w_history).mean() 
# Construct RSSIstd feature (rolling average) 
df[‘rssi_std’] = df.rssi.rolling(w_size=w_history).std() 
# Group each each individual link  
group = df.groupby(['src', 'dst'], as_index=False) 
# Construct PRR, shift it for WPRR to get future PRR 
df['prr+1'] = group \ 

.apply(lambda g: g.sort_values('seq')['received'].rolling(w_prr).sum() / 
w_prr) \ 
.shift(-w_prr)) \ 
.reset_index(level=0)['received'].astype(np.float32) 

 
# Select features and target value 
features = [‘rssi’, ‘rssi_avg’, ‘rssi_std’, ...] 
target = ‘prr+1’ 
 
# Feature matrix X with additional polynomial interactions 
X = polynomial_features(df[features), degree=4, interaction_only=False) 
y = df[target].ravel() 

Figure 26: Code sample how RSSIavg, RSSIstd, PRR+1 and their polynomial interactions are produced 

The best performing feature combination for the linear model are RSSI-4 and RSSI-3 with an accuracy of 
94.6%. This is followed by the feature combinations (RSSI, RSSIavg, RSSIstd), (RSSI, RSSIavg) and 
(RSSIavg) shown in Table 6 respectively, with only 0.1 to 0.2 percentage points worse accuracy. However, 
it can be seen in Table 6 (row 2) and Table 6 (row 3) that the best performing model in terms of accuracy 
is poor at correctly discriminating intermediate and bad classes, yielding only 26% and 31% correct 
answers, respectively. The high accuracy in this case can be explained by the heavily unbalanced data 
where good links are in majority and dominate the accuracy value. While only 0.1 percentage point inferior 
in accuracy, the model with feature combination (RSSI, RSSIavg, RSSIstd) depicted in Table 6 correctly 
discriminates all three classes in 94%, 86% and 97% of instances. 

For the non-linear model represented by the decision trees similar conclusions can be drawn as for the 
linear model. The best performing model shown in Table 6 with an accuracy of 95.2% uses the feature 
combination (RSSI, RSSIavg, RSSIstd). The second best model using the feature combination (RSSI, 
RSSIavg) has an accuracy of 94.2% as shown in Table 6. By comparing these two best performing feature 
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combinations for non-linear models, it can also be seen that adding RSSIstd to the already existing (RSSI, 
RSSIavg) has only minor advantage of 0.2 percentage points for the class of good links while the 
performance on the other classes remains the same. 

Table 6: Top 5 feature combinations for linear model 

Combination Correct predictions per label (%) Overall 
accuracy (%) 

Good Intermediate Bad 

RSSI-4 97 26 31 94.6 

RSSI-3 97 26 31 94.6 

RSSI, RSSIavg, RSSIstd 94 86 98 94.5 

RSSI, RSSIavg 94 78 98 94.4 

RSSIavg 94 78 98 94.4 

 

Window selection 

We need to distinguish between two types of windows. The first is the historical window Whistory that is used 
for computing the training features such as RSSIavg. The second is the prediction window WPRR that is used 
for computing the link quality labels. Given that the investigated trace-set consists of 300 packets per link, 
the size limits for the two windows are within [0, 300] packets. However, choosing the value 0 implies no 
windowing, while choosing the value 300 implies per link labelling. Thus, we limited the range for the size 
of windows to [2, 100] packets, within which we investigated the performance at the discrete set of nine 
values {2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 80, 100}. In this experiment we were predicting the link quality for the next 
prediction window PRR(WPRR) considering the Rutgers trace-set with domain knowledge interpolation, the 
non-linear Decision Tree algorithm with the feature vector (RSSI, RSSIavg(Whistory), RSSIstd(Whistory)), 
standard normalization and the random over-sampling approach. This was achieved by applying those 
nine values to “w_history” and “w_prr” variables separately on the code sample of Figure 26. This gave us 
a total of 81 models of which performance is presented on Figure 27. 

 
Figure 27: The influence of window size on the accuracy 

As graphically depicted in Figure 27, the best performing model uses WPRR = 100 and outperforms the 
models using other settings most of the time. The results in general show that (i) longer historical window 
improves prediction because there is more information about how the link performed in the past, and (ii) 
increasing the prediction window (looking into the future) also increases the accuracy. Both observations, 
however, can also be a side-effect of ``smoothing''/averaging data from a relatively static trace-set. 
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Resampling strategy 

By analysing the actual values in the considered trace-set it can be onserved that there are 61% good, 
34% bad and only 5% intermediate class entries. This distribution of data is largely due to the artefact of 
the experiment, where the nodes were relatively close to each other and the interference level was 
relatively low. Therefore, majority of links are actually good and this is not due to missing values within 
one class category of link quality. Additionally, it is acknowledged in the literature [12], that the intermediate 
region of the receivers tends to be relative narrow compared to the good and bad regions, therefore 
naturally forming a minority class in most such trace-sets. 

Unbalanced trace-sets are often encountered in the machine learning and data mining communities, and 
they are typically solved by an appropriate resampling strategy. For studying the influence of the 
resampling strategy on the performance of the model for link quality classification, we employed the ROS 
and RUS approaches in the learning pipeline (see Figure 28). ROS ( [21], [22]) approach equalizes all 
class sizes to the size of the majority class by reusing the dataset entries of minority classes, therefore the 
resulting resampled trace-set is larger. The RUS ( [21], [22]) approach on the other hand equalizes all 
class sizes to the size of the minority class by taking the smallest minority class and random samples from 
other larger classes. The new resampled dataset is therefore smaller. With both approaches (ROS and 
RUS), however, a training dataset is obtained with balanced classes. 

pipeline = make_pipeline(steps=[ 
# Some additional preprocessing steps 

 RandomOverSampler(random_state=SEED), 
# Some extra steps and ML algorithm as final step 

], memory=False) 
 
# Train a model 
model = pipeline.fit(X, y_true) 

Figure 28: Code sample with the resample strategy in place within pipeline 

Table 7 shows that resampling strategies on the Rutgers trace-set decrease the overall accuracy of the 
classification model from 97.2% to slightly above 95%. However, when no resampling is performed, the 
minority class (i.e. intermediate) is only correctly detected in 61% of instances, meaning that the model is 
overfitted to majority classes. In the case of resampling, the minority class is correctly detected in over 
87% of instances, yielding a 20 percentage points increase in performance. This improvement comes at 
a relatively small cost for the majority classes, a 3-4 percentage points decrease for the good links and a 
2 percentage points decrease for the bad links. 

Table 7: Comparison of resample strategies 

Resample 
method 

Final sample size Correct predictions per label (%) Overall 
accuracy (%) 

Good Interm. Bad Good Interm. Bad 

None 697,938 52,498 390,424 99 61 98 97.2 

RUS 52,498 52,498 52,498 95 88 96 95.1 

ROS 697,938 697,938 697,938 96 87 96 95.2 

 

4.2.1.2 Model building and evaluation 
The final step of this study concerns the influence of model selection on the performance of a link quality 
estimator. For this, we selected linear SVM as representatives of linear models and random forests and a 
multi-layer perceptron, which is a class of feed-forward neural networks, as representatives of non-linear 
models. As a baseline reference model, we assumed the majority classifier which in our case classifies all 
links in the good class. 
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The results in this section use the Rutgers trace-set with domain knowledge interpolation, the feature 
vector consisting of instant RSSI, RSSIavg and RSSIstd, windowing with WPRR = 10, Whistory = 10, and random 
oversampling approach. The models were evaluated using 10-times stratified K-fold cross-validation [23] 
[24]. 

As shown in Figure 29 sample, we constructed a machine learning pipeline with normalization step, 
oversample step and finally one of the six classification algorithms. With 10-time stratified K-Fold, we 
applied preprocessed data from steps shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26 to cross validation function. The 
predicted values, which are stored in “y_pred”, are compared to ground truth values “y_true”. The 
comparison is done through evaluation metrics. 

# Construct pipeline 
pipe = make_pipeline(steps=[ 
 StandardScaler(copy=True, with_mean=True, with_std=True), 

RandomOverSampler(random_state=SEED), 
# Replace machine learning algorithm below with other 
DecisionTreeClassifier(max_depth=3, random_state=SEED), 

], memory=False) 
 
# Used for cross-validation 
cv = StratifiedKFold(n_splits=10, shuffle=True, random_state=SEED) 
# Extract features and target from prepared DataFrame 
X, y_true = df[features], df[target] 
 
# Cross-validate and retrieve predicted values 
y_pred = cross_val_predict(pipe, X, y_true, cv=cv, n_jobs=-1) 
 
# Evaluation metrics 
acc = accuracy_score(y_true, y_pred) # Accuray 
prec = precision_score(y_true, y_pred, labels=labels, average='macro') # precision 
rec = recall_score(y_true, y_pred, labels=labels, average='macro') # recall 
f1 = f1_score(y_true, y_pred, labels=labels, average='macro') # F-score 
cm = confusion_matrix(y_true, y_pred, labels=labels) # confusion matrix 

Figure 29: Sample with construction of pipeline and the evaluation metrics 

Table 8, below, shows that all the selected models, but the reference majority classifier, have comparable 
performance. The difference in performance between algorithms is less than 3 percentage points for any 
class. The model with the highest accuracy of 95.3% is the random forest in Table 8 (row 5), closely 
followed by decision trees in Table 8 (row 4) and a multi-layer perceptron in Table 8 (row 7). The fact that 
linear models perform slightly worse is consistent with the findings in paragraph 4.2.1.1. Looking at the 
ability of models to recognize the minority class, it can be seen that the multi-layer perceptron performs 
the best. 

Table 8: Performance comparison of ML algorithms 

ML algorithm Correct predictions per label (%) Overall 
accuracy (%) 

Good Intermediate Bad 

Majority classifier 100 0 0 61.2 

Logistic regression 94 86 97 94.5 

Decision Tree 96 87 96 95.2 

Random Forest 96 87 96 95.3 

SVM classifier 94 86 97 94.4 

Multilayer perceptron 95 89 96 95.1 
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4.2.2 Automatic transmission detection 
As a proof of concept, in this section, we develop a system capable to automatically detect transmissions 
in the wireless spectrum. The data resulting from this system can be used to optimize the communication 
in the access part of the networks, by delivering real-time information to the network optimization algorithm. 
In this work, we automatically identify transmissions in wireless radio spectrum, without any prior 
knowledge of how these transmissions might look like. Additionally, we perform identification on streaming 
data, as it comes from available off-the-shelf or advanced spectrum sensing devices in the form of power 
spectral density (PSD) values and also on recorded PSD data. A subsequent automatic transmission 
classification step on identified transmissions can be applied that would determine the originating 
technology or provide some other relevant characterization. Using the automatic transmission detector, 
we are able to assess the crowdedness in the wireless spectrum and better manage and configure devices 
involved in the CI-SLA monitoring. 

4.2.2.1 Data Pre-processing 
In the automatic transmission identification system designed to work on streaming data, the data pre-
processing step is kept to a minimum to avoid many delays. As data pre-processing, we only employ 
limiting the energy threshold that is input into the system. For this, we consider four different threshold 
levels: first is noise floor (NF) + 0 dB, second is NF + 3 dB corresponding to a study made at 4 locations 
in Guangdong, China [25], third is NF + 6 dB corresponding to a study made in Singapore [26] and last is 
NF + 10 dB corresponding to a recommendation from ITU [27]. 

4.2.2.2 Model building and evaluation 
This step begins with selecting appropriate detection algorithms. Upon selection, the algorithms have to 
go through a tuning step where algorithm-specific parameters are defined. Then, the algorithms are 
implemented and executed and evaluated. After the evaluation step, several parameter tuning steps may 
be necessary to reach the desired performance criteria 

In this study, we consider two main groups of detection algorithms, which contrast with respect to 
conceptual differences in strategy of data processing and signal identification: rule-based algorithms and 
computer vision algorithms. The two groups are analogous to bottom-up and top-down approaches 
respectively. 

Rule-based detection 

This group of rule based detection algorithms uses a bottom-up approach when processing data and 
identifying signals, i.e. the spectrum is processed in agglomerative fashion from the standpoint of every 
single spectrum point (measurement). As each signal in the spectrum can be decomposed into a set of 
points, a legitimate assumption is that this process is reversible if we can correctly identify these points 
and join them. We refer to these points as activity points. 

Rule-based algorithms consist of two parts: detection of activity points and rule-based grouping. Detection 
of activity points, also called signal candidate points, may be carried out by very simple approaches, such 
as thresholding, or using more advanced techniques over one- and two-dimensional windows. The goal 
of this step is to either accept or reject a hypothesis that a point is a part of some signal. Once the signal 
candidate points have been detected, the points are grouped by consecutively applying a set of predefined 
grouping rules. One such rule may, for example, trivially group adjacent activity points in frequency 
dimension. While the rules generally only group the points, it is possible for a rule to also ignore already 
detected candidate signal points. This allows for a higher degree of rule flexibility. Final groups of points 
represent the identified signals. 

The correctness of rule-based algorithms heavily depends on correct identification of candidate signal 
points. These algorithms allow domain knowledge to be applied in a semantically straightforward manner, 
as the grouping process is transparent and directly reflects the natural visual grouping operations of a 
human. 
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As an example of a rule-based detection algorithm, we outline our proposed algorithm. The input to the 
algorithm is a two-dimensional matrix of power spectral density (PSD) values, where one dimension 
represents time (rows) and the other frequency (columns). The matrix can be infinite in time dimension as 
the algorithm can also deal with streaming spectrum data. In each step of the algorithm, one row is 
processed, beginning with the lower-most row. First, activity points in a row are detected using a fixed 
threshold by passing through all elements of the row and comparing them to the threshold. Next, a series 
of simple grouping rules is applied: 

• Frequency grouping rule: Group points in frequency that are not more than f FFT bins apart. This 
rule is implemented within a class abstraction whose definition is listed below. 

 
class FqGroup {  

 constructor(settings) { ... } 
      // calls an action on each merge  
 onAdd (mergedRecord) {  
      ... 
           // grouped activity 
      res.push({ 
  time: correctedTime, 
  iTime: this.currentIteration, 
  startFq: startFq, 
  stopFq: stopFq, 
  txps: [txp], 
  unseen: true 
      }); 
 } 
       // configure the grouping parameters  
 setParams(p){ .. } 

} 
 

• Time grouping rule: Join groups in time that are not more than t samples apart and the left-most 
point of one group is not more than k FFT bins apart from the left-most point of the second group, 
equivalently for the right-most point. This rule is implemented within a class abstraction whose 
definition is listed below. 
 

class TmGroup { 
 constructor(opts) { ... } 
      // generates a transmission event by specifying its parameters 
 _genEvent(msg, event) { 
  return { 
   description: msg, 
   type: 'info', 
   time: event.time,    
   channel: frequencyArray[Math.floor((event.startFq + 

event.stopFq - 1) / 2)],          
   lchannel: frequencyArray[event.startFq], 
   rchannel: frequencyArray[event.stopFq - 1] 
  };       
 } 
       // save the transmission in a database 
 _storeTransmission(event) { ... } 
       
      // trigger generation and saving on event 
 onAdd()  {  
      ... 
      _genEvent(m, e); 
 } 

} 
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Final groups of points represent identified transmissions. To obtain bounding boxes, minimum and 
maximum frequency as well as time of all points in each group are computed. A list of these values for all 
identified transmissions forms the output of the algorithm. 

Advanced version of the described algorithm employs statistical modelling using distributions of energy 
levels and statistical hypothesis testing for detecting activity points. 

 

Computer vision detection 

This vision detection uses a group of algorithms uses a top-down approach when processing data and 
identifying signals, i.e. the spectrum is processed as a whole and reduced to a set of identified signals. 
These algorithms are based on the observation that a person watching the waterfall plot on a computer 
can often immediately recognize individual signals based on their visual representations on the waterfall 
plot and determine their start and stop times and occupied range of frequencies. Furthermore, with some 
experience a person can often even guess the type of signal and wireless technology in use, even though 
the waterfall plot is a severely reduced representation of the radio spectrum; it is typically greatly under-
sampled and contains no phase information. 

As an example of a computer vision detection algorithm, we outline our proposed algorithm that is based 
on a standard dilate end erode algorithm from the area of computer vision. The block diagram of the 
proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 30. The input to the algorithm is a two-dimensional matrix of power 
spectral density (PSD) values, where one dimension represents time and the other frequency. 

 
Figure 30: Dilate and erode machine vision algorithm 

After receiving a matrix of PSD values, the algorithm first performs a two-dimensional Gaussian filter on 
the matrix. This effectively blurs the waterfall plot and decreases the effect of noise by trading off some 
time and frequency resolution. The next step performs adaptive thresholding. Each element of the matrix 
is compared to a threshold value and replaced with the binary result of the comparison. The threshold is 
calculated for each individual element separately. We use a weighted sum of neighbouring values as a 
threshold. The weights are defined by a Gaussian window. 

To further reduce the effect of noise, the binary matrix is then subjected to a number of dilate and erode 
operations - also called closing operations. A dilate operation replaces a matrix element with a logical OR 
function over a region. An erode operation similarly replaces a matrix element with a logical AND over a 
region. These steps are designed to remove single, isolated matrix elements that were above the threshold 
and are most commonly due to noise. They also merge neighbouring regions of the plot that appeared 
above the threshold into a single contiguous region. 

Finally, the data is converted from a binary matrix form to a list of bounding boxes, encircling the individual 
signals. This operation consists of two steps: first the matrix is transformed into a list of vector contours 
that trace the positive regions in the matrix. Then the contours of individual isolated regions are 
transformed into minimal bounding rectangles. At this point, it is assumed that the bounding rectangle 
describes the region containing the PSD samples from an isolated signal. Each bounding box is described 
by four values. These values correspond to the start and end times, and lower-most and upper-most 
frequencies of the identified signal. A list of these values for all identified signals forms the output of the 
algorithm. 

To evaluate the two algorithms implemented as a proof of concept, we use several metrics from information 
retrieval for quantitatively measuring the performance of developed algorithms and systems: 
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• Precision is defined as the fraction of automatically identified transmissions that are correct 
according to manually identified transmissions. 
 
Precision= |#$	Ç	#&|

|#$|
 , where Xa is the set of all automatically identified transmissions while Xm is the 

set of all manually identified transmissions. 
 

• Recall, in binary classification also called sensitivity, is the fraction of correctly identified manual 
transmissions by the automatic process. 
'()*++ = |#$	Ç	#&|

|#&|
 , where Xa is the set of all automatically identified transmissions while Xm is the 

set of all manually identified transmissions. 

Table 9, below, shows that the rule based detector has consistently higher precision than the machine 
vision based detector. This means that the rule based detector is more suitable to identify the 
transmissions that the human manually identified compared to the machine vision detector. Of course, 
using a stronger machine vision algorithm in the detector, such as one based on convolutional neural 
network, might lead to better precision but requires labelled spectrum data that is expensive to generate. 

Table 9: Comparison between Rule-based and Machine-based detector 

 0 dB 3 dB 6 dB 10 dB 

Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall 

Rule 
based 

detector 

77.7% 86.3% 85.0% 79.3% 76.6% 78.4% 66.9% 79.9% 

Machine 
vision 

detector 

68.2% 94.7% 78.1% 92.5% 72.9% 90.4% 62.4% 94.5% 

 

Table 9 also shows that the rule based detector has consistently lower recall than the machine vision 
based detector. This means that the machine vision detector is consistently better at detecting relevant 
results, makes less irrelevant detections. 

4.3 Conclusions 
Automatic CI-SLA enforcement relies on a complex set of technologies and techniques that are engineered 
to work together. Monitoring is realized at several levels, from the network that provides the communication 
to sensors that monitor the actual infrastructure. In this chapter we discussed the roles of the direct 
monitoring and the indirect monitoring infrastructures that automatically collect data for the purpose of 
optimal network configuration and the purpose of direct energy infrastructure monitoring to ensure agreed 
SLAs. We developed and evaluated proof of concept technological components that are used within and 
increasingly automated system. 
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5 Elastic VNF chaining and relocation 

5.1 Introduction 
The Elastic Chaining and Relocation Processor (ECRP) of the NRG-5 stack ensures that the smart energy 
applications’ requirements are always met. In order to achieve this, ECRP is designed following the MAPE-
K (Monitor, Analyse, Plan, Execute) adaptation control loop, which was firstly introduced by IBM [1]. MAPE-
K is also supported by some additional components that have been deemed necessary. The overall 
architecture of the NRG-5 ECRP is shown in Figure 31, below.  

 
Figure 31: The NRG-5 Elastic Chaining and Relocation Processor (ECRP) system architecture 

More particularly, NRG-5 ECRP consists of five processing engines. Four of them are used to implement 
the respective functional modules of MAPE-K adaptation control loop, while the fifth one delivers 
translation services. Additionally, a Publish/Subscribe Broker (PSB) is employed to act as a reliable 
messaging intercommunication system between any of the ECRP engines or externally interfaced 
systems, like OpenStack and OS MANO. Finally, a persistent storage is used, for secure storing of data, 
while a Zookeeper Server is used for having a consistent view of the messages exchanged. 

A key role in NRG-5 ECRP plays the PSB component, which allows the various engines to exchange 
messages with each other, as well as to receive/send information from/to external systems. The PSB 
component is based on Apache Kafka [2] stream-processing software platform, which enables the efficient 
handling of asynchronous events and notifications. 

The interaction between the NRG-5 Kafka bus and OpenStack, in getting to get performance and status 
metrics, is enabled by the use of the Ceilometer [28] telemetry tool. Ceilometer is a service that meters 
the performance and the utilization of OpenStack resources. It provides support to: 

• Collect metering data in terms of CPU and network costs 
• Collect data by monitoring notifications sent from services or by polling the infrastructure 
• Configure the type of collected data to meet various operating requirements 
• Access and insert the metering data through the REST API 
• Expand the framework to collect custom usage data by additional plugins 
• Produce signed and non-reputable metering messages 

Ceilometer has three types of meters: (a) cumulative, increasing over time, (b) gauge, for discrete items 
(for example, floating IPs or image uploads) and fluctuating values (such as disk I/O) and (c) delta, 
changing over time (e.g. bandwidth). 
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The Translation Engine organises and harmonises the collected metrics, under a common data model. It 
transforms and enriches the collected metrics by incorporating information from the Management and 
Orchestration (MANO) environment. 

The Monitoring Engine collects and stores metrics from different computing environments. These metrics 
reflect the status of resources in the integrated NFVIs, the network conditions, the performance and the 
behaviour of the instantiated NSs. 

The Analysis Engine prepares and executes deterministic analysis and ML algorithms to forecast resource 
demand, future network conditions and service performance. It applies deterministic and ML-based 
analysis to predict future conditions in user demand and optimise utilisation of Network Functions 
Virtualisation Infrastructure (NFVI) resources. 

The Planning Engine optimises services deployment, Virtual Network Function (VNF) placement and 
network operation upon the forecast received by the Analysis Engine. 

The Execution Engine is responsible to communicate concrete recommendations and configuration 
directives to the Service Orchestrator of the OSM (through its northbound interface). 

It must be noted that all collected metrics are also in a database that adds persistency in the lifecycle 
management of the data. 

5.2 NRG-5 PSB - Message Bus 
The NRG-5 PSB is based on a Kafka bus, which is a distributed messaging system providing fast, highly 
scalable and redundant messaging, through a pub-sub model. Kafka allows a large number of permanent 
or ad-hoc consumers, it is highly available and resilient to node failures and supports automatic recovery. 
Within the NRG-5 ECRP architecture, Kufka bus enables fast, reliable and scalable data sharing and 
message exchange among the different components of the architecture, as well as the externally 
interfaced systems, namely OpenStack and OS MANO. 

Kafka bus runs as a cluster, on one or more servers/nodes that may span multiple data-centers. Each 
server/node in the cluster is called a Kafka broker. The Kafka cluster offers persistency of all published 
records, consumed or not consumed, using a configurable retention period. For instance, if the retention 
policy is set to three days, then, after a record is published, it is available for consumption for three days, 
after which it will be discarded, to free up space. 

Being a streaming platform, Kafka bus is capable to publish and subscribe to streams of messages, store 
streams of messages in a fault-tolerant manner and process streams of messages as they occur. Kafka 
bus stores streams of messages in categories, which are called topics. If you wish to send a message you 
send it to a specific topic and if you wish to read a message you read it from a specific topic. A consumer 
pulls messages off of a Kafka topic, while producers push messages into a Kafka topic. 

In NRG-5 ECRP each data message consists of a triplet: a key, a value and a timestamp. 

Figure 32 provides the high-level configuration of the NRG-5 PSB, based on Kafka bus. More particularly, 
a Kafka cluster comprises multiple servers/nodes, each one hosting one or more partitions of the defined 
topics, i.e. categories where messages are published, so multiple producers and consumers can publish 
and retrieve messages, at the same time. Brokers, producers and consumers use Zookeeper [29] to 
manage state of servers and share a consistent view of messages, files and directories. It must be noted 
that the Kafka bus is configured to temporarily store all exchanged messages, through the deployed 
brokers, according to a configurable retention policy. 
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Figure 32: NRG-5 PSB (Kafka Bus) for message exchange 

The OpenStack-based NFVIs, as well as the the NFV orchestration platform based on OS MANO, are 
acting as producers for the Kafka bus. They push messages (reporting the status of resources) to 
dedicated data topics, namely the OpenStack data topic (1a) and the OS MANO data topic (1b). These 
two types of data topics are consumed by the Database (2a) of the NRG-5 ECRP and the collected 
measurements are permanently stored. Additionally, these two topics are also consumed by the 
Translation Engine (2b), which merges information from OSM environment into each message and 
homogenises them under a common reference data model. 

After filtering a message, the Translation Engine pushes it to a Translation topic (3a) that is tailored to the 
NS identified by the message. In other words, the architectural design is to define a separate, exclusive 
partition or topic per each instantiated NS, where the messages that refer to that NS are forwarded by the 
Translation Engine. A main advantage of this policy is that it facilitates and simplifies the metrology 
management for NSs, which are instantiated in multiple NFVIs/PoPs sources (e.g. different subsets of 
VNFs are deployed in different NFVIs). In such a case, the Translation Engine simply filters out messages 
retrieved from different data topics and routes the processed output (that combines metrics from all of 
them) to a common, unique destination-topic. 

As already indicate, the Kafka bus is a central communication component for NRG-5 ECRP, used by the 
Monitoring, the Analysis, the Planning and the Execution Engines to exchange messages, carrying either 
metrics, metadata and/or control actions. Specifically, the messages, which are produced by the 
Monitoring Engine, under the Monitoring topic (4a), are consumed by the Analysis Engine (4b). The 
messages produced by the Analysis Engine, under the Analysis topic (5a), are consumed by the Planning 
Engine (5b). The messages produced by the Planning Engine, under the Planning topic (6a), are 
consumed by the Execution Engine (6b). Finally, messages produced by the Execution Engine, under the 
OS MANO execution topic (7a), are consumed by OS MANO (7b). 

In Table 10, the topics in the Kafka bus are summarised. The name of the data topics is composed by the 
fixed prefix “nfvi”, followed by the unique identifier of the specific source and its type. For instance, in the 
case of an OpenStack-based NFVI with unique identifier “ced93ba9-cf62-42d9-b0a6-70f211ffc038”, the 
name of the topic is “nfvi.ced93ba9-cf62-42d9-b0a6-70f211ffc038.openstack”. The unique identifier is a 
kind of configuration per environment. In the case of topics used/accessed by MAPE services, naming 
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results by concatenating the unique identifier of the corresponding NS and the publishing service of MAPE 
as postfix (i.e. the one that produces data to the topic). Note that non-existing topics are created 
automatically by the Kafka bus, when data is first published to it. 

Table 10: Topics defined in NRG-5 PSB Kafka bus 

# Comment Topic Name Producer Consumer Scope 

1 One Topic per 
integrated 
environment 

nfvi.<origin_id>.<type> OpenStack Translation 
Engine 

Data from OpenStack 
environment: 
OpenStack Data topic 

2 OS MANO Translation 
Engine 

Data from OS MANO 
environment: OS 
MANO data topic 

3 One Topic per 
instantiated 
NS 

ns.<ns_id>.translate Translation 
Engine 

Monitoring 
Engine 

Exchange enriched 
metrics under a 
common data model: 
Translation topic 

4 ns.<ns_id>.monitor Monitoring 
Engine 

Analysis 
Engine 

Exchange monitoring 
data: Monitoring topic 

5 ns.<ns_id>.analysis Analysis 
Engine 

Planning 
Engine 

Exchange outcomes of 
analysis: Analysis topic 

6 ns.<ns_id>.plan Planning 
Engine 

Execution 
Engine 

Exchange planning 
directives: Planning 
topic 

7 ns.<ns_id>.execute Execution 
Engine 

OS MANO Exchange execution 
directives to be 
executed by OSM: OS 
MANO execution topic  

5.3 Translation Engine 
The Translation Engine consumes all the incoming messages into NRG-5 PSB - Kafka bus, regardless of 
the specific topic. These messages carry metrics regarding the status and the performance of one or more 
computing and networking resources in the corresponding environment, OpenStack or OS MANO. The 
role of the Translation Engine is to enrich the information received with data and metadata of NSs/VNFs 
orchestration, as this is retrieved by the API of the Service Orchestrator of the OSM. 

Specifically, upon receiving a message, the Translation Engine makes use of a service endpoint of OSM 
Service Orchestrator API [30] to retrieve Universal Unique Identifiers (UUIDs) of NSs and VNFs that make 
use of the resource(s), which is included in the message. In this manner, for instance, it is possible to bind 
the identifier (in the form of a UUID) of the occupied Virtual Deployment Units (VDUs), either Virtual 
Machines (VMs) or dockerised containers, and other resources in an NFVI environment with the 
instantiated VNFs and NSs that make use of them. 

Another responsibility of the translation service is to guarantee a common and unified data model for all 
the messages it produces and which are going to be consumed by the Monitoring Engine. This is a critical 
task, given the different software modules, data models and data adaptation mechanisms used by the 
various types of integrated sources to send data to the Kafka bus. Thus, the mission of the Translation 
Engine is not only to preserve all useful information included in the messages entering the data topics, but 
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also to restructure and provide it back in a homogenised way. Specifically, the attributes included in the 
implemented data model (by the Translation Engine) contains the information shown in Table 11, below. 

Table 11: Attributes and Information of messages produced by the Translation Engine 

# Attribute Information 

1 vim Name, type and IP of the corresponding VIM 

2 mano VDU: profile of the resource in reference, including VDU identifier, 
flavour, image identifier and status 
VNF: identifier of VNF running on the resource in reference 
NS: identifier of NS running on the resource in reference 

3 metric Name, value, timestamp, and type of the specific metric 

 

As an example, in Figure 33, we are presenting a JSON object, which is produced by the Translation 
Engine, when the metric in Figure 36 is filtered out. 
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Figure 33: Example message produced by the Translation Engine of NRG-5 ECRP 

5.4 Monitoring Engine 
The primary objective of the Monitoring Engine within the NRG-5 ECRP is to setup a metering framework 
to guarantee reliable and timely collection of status and performance data from OpenStack and OS MANO. 
It collects measurements from the various available resources and correlates them to identify events (e.g. 
lack or over-provisioning of resources) that could require further attention and analysis. The collected data 
includes information about managed resource configuration, status, offered capacity and 
throughput/utilisation. Some of the data can be static or may change slowly, whereas other data is 
dynamic, changing continuously through time. The Monitoring Engine aggregates, correlates and filters 
these data. 

The Monitoring Engine takes advantage of the Ceilometer telemetry tool, obtaining metering data from 
OpenStack. It also leverages on a Kafka brokering mechanism, as well as on specialised data adaptation 
and transformation services, so as to organise a metering framework. 
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5.4.1 Monitoring OpenStack Environment 
In case of the OpenStack environment, the logical flow supporting the data collection process is depicted 
in Figure 34, below. OpenStack telemetry leverages on the Ceilometer [3] software package to collect 
status and utilisation data from the underlying virtual resources. 

More specifically, a special exporter script, called OpenStack Publisher and implemented in Python, is 
deployed in OpenStack, with the responsibility to receive metrics from the Ceilometer. These metric data 
are encapsulated in UDP messages and the OpenStack Publisher publishes them to the appropriate data 
topic (the one bound to the specific OpenStack environment, the OpenStack Data topic) of the NRG-5 
PSB - Kafka bus. At the configuration level the interaction between Ceilometer and OpenStack Publisher 
is achieved by the pipeline mechanism provided by the Ceilometer software, which couples the two entities 
as a source-sink pair [31].  

 
Figure 34: Data collection from OpenStack 

The list of metrics collected by Ceilometer, in scope of NRG-5, are summarized in the table, below. A 
complete list of all available metrics can be found in Ceilometer documentation [31]. The subset of metrics 
selected for NRG-5 can be updated, according to the requirements imposed by the deployed Monitoring 
and Analysis Engines of the MAPE-K loop. 

Table 12: Metrics collected by Ceilometer in OpenStack environment 

ID Name Type Unit Description 

1 memory Gauge MB Volume of RAM allocated to the 
instance 

2 memory.usage Gauge MB Volume of RAM used by the 
instance from the amount of its 
allocated memory 

3 memory.resident Gauge MB Volume of RAM used by the 
instance on the physical 
machine 

4 cpu Cumulative nsec CPU time used 

5 cpu_util Gauge % Average CPU utilisation 
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6 vcpus Gauge vcpu Number of virtual CPUs 
allocated to the instance 

7 disk.read.requests.rate Gauge Request/sec Average rate of read requests 

8 disk.write.requests.rate Gauge Request/sec Average rate of write requests 

9 disk.read.bytes.rate Gauge B/sec Average rate of reads 

10 disk.write.bytes.rate Gauge B/sec Average rate of writes 

11 disk.latency Gauge msec Average disk latency 

12 disk.capacity Gauge B The amount of disk that the 
instance can see 

13 disk.allocation Gauge B The amount of disk occupied by 
the instance on the host 
machine 

14 disk.usage Gauge B The physical size in bytes of the 
image container on the host 

15 network.incoming.bytes.rate Gauge B/sec Average rate of incoming bytes 

16 network.outgoing.bytes.rate Gauge B/sec Average rate of outgoing bytes 

17 network.incoming.packets.rate Gauge Packet/sec Average rate of incoming 
packets 

18 network.outgoing.packets.rate Gauge Packet/sec Average rate of outgoing 
packets 

19 perf.cache.references Gauge Number the count of cache hits 

20 perf.cache.misses Gauge Number the count of cache misses 

21 network.incoming.packets.drop Cumulative Packet Number of incoming dropped 
packets 

22 network.outgoing.packets.drop Cumulative Packet Number of outgoing dropped 
packets 

23 network.incoming.packets.error Cumulative Packet Number of incoming error 
packets 

24 network.outgoing.packets.error Cumulative Packet Number of outgoing error 
packets 

25 memory.swap.in Cumulative MB Memory swap in 

26 memory.swap.out Cumulative MB Memory swap out 

 

All the metrics that are aggregated by the Ceilometer are transferred to the OpenStack Publisher using 
messages in JSON format. Such a transfer is taking place on regular time intervals, configured to 10 secs. 
In Figure 35, below, the structure of a JSON message, which is eventually pushed in the NRG-5 PSB - 
Kafka bus, is shown. The first attribute key, named as resource metadata, contains information about the 
profile of the tracked resource, e.g. its flavour, status etc., while the attributes with “counter” as prefix carry 
the measured values (e.g. CPU time for the specific example). 
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{ 
  "resource_metadata": { 
    "name": "instance-00000021", 
    "os_type": "kvm", 
    "memory_mb": 4096, 
    "task_state": "", 
    "root_gb": 10, 
    "instance_host": "compute-t630-0", 
    "image": { 
      "id": "a46178eb-9f69-4e44-9058-c5eb5ded0aa3" 
    }, 
    "status": "active", 
    "image_ref": "bc6a79ab-7e3e-414f-99a3-14d0820a79cd", 
    "state": "running", 
    "disk_gb": 120, 
    "ephemeral_gb": 0, 
    "cpu_number": 1, 
    "flavor": { 
      "name": "vAAA-flv", 
      "ram": 4096, 
      "id": "4dfde13a-46a8-46ee-ac24-fc97015f6b2e", 
      "vcpus": 4, 
      "disk": 120, 
      "swap": 0, 
      "ephemeral": 0 
    }, 
    "vcpus": 1, 
    "instance_id": "1c34d47b-1d67-4063-981a-80ab4d9f4595", 
    "display_name": "Demo-1-vAAA-1", 
    "host": "0c78db68146531367cfa19e7704be48160e19093d94efd9662a3b442", 
    "architecture": "x86_64", 
    "image_ref_url": null, 
    "instance_type": "vAAA-flv" 
  }, 
  "source": "openstack", 
  "monotonic_time": null, 
  "user_id": "78494ab40f5f45c8ad304fa6fd837210a", 
  "timestamp": "2018-05-12T12:55:41.195621", 
  "counter_type": "cumulative", 
  "project_id": "e0e9b0e12f784ae0ae93c1ffe05a7644", 
  "message_signature": 
"0eb72d7a39a67da8230f7c91f743feace9f6d375e99d805bdde347ad93c6370b", 
  "counter_name": "cpu", 
  "counter_unit": "ns", 
  "counter_volume": 4948772895172, 
  "message_id": "c72153be-55e3-11e8-8893-fa163ed5ab5d", 
  "resource_id": "da6849d7-663f-4520-8ce0-78eaacb7213" 
} 

Figure 35: Example of a JSON message produced by Ceilometer in OpenStack NFVI 

Upon the reception of the above JSON, the Monitoring Engine filters it out and communicates to the MANO 
Orchestrator (e.g. the OSM Service Orchestrator API) to bind Universal Unique Identifier (UUIDs) of 
instantiated NSs and VNFs that make use of the corresponding resources. The view of the produced JSON 
object is show in Figure 36, below. 

 
{   
"vim": { 
    "type": "openstack", 
    "name": "openstack-queens" 
  }, 
  "metric": { 
    "unit": "B/s", 
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    "timestamp": "2018-09-29T15:51:16.092847", 
    "type": "gauge", 
    "name": "network.incoming.bytes.rate", 
    "value": 0.0 
  }, 
  "mano": { 
    "vnf": { 
      "vnfd_id": "vaaa-vnf", 
      "id": "06503153-2fd6-4310-81bb-0319e476783b", 
      "short_name": "vaaa-vnf", 
      "name": "vaaa-vnf", 
      "vnfd_name": "vaaa-vnf" 
    }, 
    "vdu": { 
      "ip_address": "10.9.0.9", 
      "status": "running", 
      "id": "1c34d47b-1d67-4063-981a-80ab4d9f4595", 
      "flavor": { 
        "id": "2b00d3cc-feb2-4094-87d8-b811f62ca237", 
        "vcpus": 4, 
        "disk": 120, 
        "ram": 4096, 
        "ephemeral": 0, 
        "name": "vAAA-flv", 
        "swap": 0 
      }, 
      "mgmt-interface": null, 
      "image_id": "bc6a79ab-7e3e-414f-99a3-14d0820a79cd" 
    }, 
    "ns": { 
      "nsd_id": "2db23707-a232-4966-9376-a3b8e6ff487f", 
      "nsd_name": "NRG-5-ns-first-year-demo", 
      "id": "fa1cdac8-374a-459b-8209-9c4eed34daf5", 
      "name": "Demo" 
    } 
  } 
} 

Figure 36: Example of a message produced by the Monitoring Engine 

5.5 Analysis Engine 
The Analysis Engine is responsible to convert raw monitored data into useful statistics and information 
regarding future predictions on demand levels and the performance of (computing, networking, storage) 
resources. It can utilise deterministic and Machine Learning (ML) algorithms, to address specific problems 
concerning the overall network topology, e.g. predict resource availability, network congestion or 
traffic/demand changes. The results of the Analysis Engine are used by the Planning Engine to optimise 
the network service according to predictions on load, resource usage and NS performance. 

Typically, the Analysis Engine should be able to support, in parallel, several deterministic and ML 
algorithms of different types, requirements and objectives. Thus, tailored, and potentially multiple, pre-
process services may be on-boarded, per each different supported deterministic and ML algorithm. 

5.5.1 Machine Learning Analysis 
Network traffic and resource consumption prediction, using ML, has been attracting a lot of attention, 
recently [32], [33], [34], [35]. The CogNet project [36] developed a set of tools for autonomic network 
management, based on traffic prediction using ML techniques. In general, several methods have been 
proposed in the literature for traffic forecasting, which can be classified into two categories: linear prediction 
and non-linear prediction. Results [37] show that non-linear prediction, based on Neural Networks (NN), 
outperforms linear forecasting models. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) have been shown to be suited 
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for sequence modelling tasks (e.g. traffic matrix prediction) as they have temporal memory. An overview 
of ML approaches, for forecasting demand and resource consumption, is provided in the following 
paragraphs. 

5.5.1.1 Feed forward neural networks 

Supervised learning is a ML task that consists of using a set of input - output pairs (xi,yi) to try to determine 
a model f(x) = y, which can accurately predict an output y* from an input x* . There are several different 
models and algorithms, such as Logistic Regression, Decision Trees [38] or Support Vector Machines [39]. 

A particularly successful category is Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), a class of ML models that have been 
used in many different fields, showing a very good generalisation performance. The most basic ANN are 
the Feed-Forward or Dense Neural Networks (DNN), which are characterised by computing an input 
across several layers (see also Figure 37, below), each layer having an activation function and a number 
of neurons. The first layer l1 computes l1 = ai(W1.x + b1) and the output of each subsequent layer k of a 
DNN is given by lk = ak(Wk.lk−1 + bk), where Wk, bk and ak are respectively the weights, biases and activation 
function of layer k.  

 
Figure 37: Sample of feed-forward neural network 

In practice, training a ANN involves finding the values for W and b that minimise a given loss function. A 
common way to train ANNs is through a gradient descent optimisation algorithm where the gradient is 
found through the back-propagation algorithm [40]. 

5.5.1.2 Recurrent Neural Network - RNN 

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [41] are a type of ANN, where each layer’s output depends not only on 
the previous layer’s values, but also on weights and biases, which share a dependency between parts of 
the input (see Figure 38, below). 

 
Figure 38: Recurrent Neural Network – RNN 

Neurons are fed with information not only from the previous layer, but also from themselves, based on 
previous pass. This makes them suited to tasks where the inputs show a time dependence/order, such as 
time series data, words in a text and frames of a video. 
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5.5.1.3 Long Short-Term Memory 

In Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [42], each neuron has a memory cell and three gates: input, output 
and forget. The function of these gates is to safeguard the information by stopping or allowing the flow of 
it (see also Figure 39, below).  

 
Figure 39: Long Short Term Memory – LSTM 

More particularly, the input gate determines how much of the information from the previous layer gets 
stored in the cell. The output layer takes the job on the other end and determines how much of the next 
layer gets to know about the state of this cell. LSTMs have been shown to be able to model complex 
sequences, such as written prose or music compositions. 

5.5.2 Deterministic analysis, based on a Complex Event Processing 
In case of deterministic processing and considering a specific NRG-5 service, we can define a number of 
VDU configurations for providing the service, as follows: 

● VDU Baseline: This is a baseline VDU configuration. The dimensioning of this configuration is 
determined, to be able to support X% of the maximum number of anticipated concurrent end-users. 

● VDU Step: This is a VDU configuration that can be added or removed from the current VDU 
configuration, as a response to a scaling action. 

● VDU max: This is a VDU configuration containing the maximum possible VDU resources. It is not 
possible to have any additional VDU resources above this threshold. 

● VDU min: This is a VDU configuration containing the minimum possible VDU resources. It is not 
possible to have VDU resources below this threshold. 

An operational VDU will be defined by using a set of attributes. Parametrising those attributes, we will be 
able to define VDUs of different processing capabilities. The attributes that will be employed for the 
definition of VDUs are: 

• Number of CPUs (#CPU), with possible values 1, 2 or 4 
• Number of cores per CPU (#CC), with possible values 1, 2, 4, or 8 
• RAM size (RAM), with possible values of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 (in GB) 

Additional attributes may need to be defined, in order to have an operational VDU instance, like disk size, 
number of threads per core, memory page size, etc. However, these are going to be parametrised using 
only a default value, which will be implementation specific. Especially for disk size, a default value will be 
selected that can address the needs of any of the services that may run on the VDU. Of course, if the 
different services that can run on a VDU have significantly different disk storage requirements, then this 
attribute will have to be parametrised, with the same approach as the other 3 attributes. 

Based on the 3 attributes, #CPU, #CC and RAM, we can define a number of VDU configurations and 
categorise them in three main service classes: Low, Medium and High. This can be more easily depicted 
in Figure 40. 
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Figure 40: VDU service classes  

More particularly, in Figure 40 there are 3 dimensions, #CPU, on the  Y axis, RAM, on the X axis and #CC 
on the (virtual) Z axis, represented by the circles. The different possible configurations have been grouped 
as part of the three possible service classes, yellow for the Low, blue for the Medium and green for the 
High service class. Some of the VDU configurations have been crossed out. This is done as they are not 
considered for operational purposes and instantiation.  

The main logic behind this approach is that as long as a service is assigned to a specific VDU service 
class (Low, Medium or High), depending on the changing needs of the service, the VDUs employed can 
be adjusted (scale in or scale out) in any of the possible VDU configurations that are still within the 
boundaries of the selected VDU service class. For instance, if a service is assigned to the Low VDU service 
class (e.g. #CPU: 1, RAM/2, #CC: 2) and there is a need to increase the VDU resources, then, depending 
on the need identified, it would be possible to a) increase the #CPU, b) increase #CC, c) increase RAM or 
d) increase all of them, so as to end up in one of the discrete VDU configurations that are part of the VDU 
Low class. In all cases, the increase will happen in a way that the resulting VDU configuration is still within 
the limits of the VDU service class assigned to the service in question. 

The approach presented in Figure 40, allows the establishment of SLA for VDU configurations, which can 
support the dynamic increase or decrease of VDU resources, depending on the ongoing service needs. 

The considered measurable attributes are found in Table 13, below. Depending on the particular NRG-5 
service, minimum and maximum values are defined, per measurable attribute, which actually determine 
the range of acceptable values, called Acceptable Range. If the Measured Attributes are within the 
Acceptable Range (or not), this will determine the need for scaling. 

Table 13: Collected metrics by Ceilometer in OpenStack environment 

Measurement Attributes 

Number of different concurrent users receiving a particular NRG-5 service 
Rate that the number of concurrent users changing 

Rate of establishing new service connections 
Rate of handing over the NRG-5 service to another NRG-5 servicing point 

Static given an NRG-5 deployment for a particular geographic area 

1 2
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1 2
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1 2

4 8
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4 8
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4 8
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4 8
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4 8

1 2

4 8

1 2

4 8
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1 2
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Burst, Event driven, Periodic and All types 

Rate at which packets are delivered to the entry point of the NRG-5 service 

Time from entering till exiting the VNFs that are providing the particular NRG-5 service 

Percentage the packets submitted to receive the NRG-5 service, compared to the percentage of the packets 
that failed to do so 

Waiting time for a packet to be serviced, combined with the number of packets that are waiting 

CPU utilisation 

Memory utilisation 

Disk utilisation 

Bandwidth utilisation 

 

As the Vertical scaling (scale up/down) requires a restart of the VDU, which would render the VDU 
unavailable for some time, the Vertical Scaling will not be considered. In some scenarios, a Vertical Scaling 
could be considered, if the restart time is not relevant for the service. Additionally, the Vertical Scaling 
could be implemented as two, subsequent Horizontal Scaling: 

• The first one, Scale in, would introduce a new VDU node, with the necessary resources that the 
Vertical Scaling would demand. 

• The second one, Scale out, would remove and existing VDU, the one where the Vertical Scaling 
should have been applied. 

The simplest approach for analysing the need for scaling would be to make the sampling of the Measurable 
Attributes periodically (TSampling). In case any of the Measurable Attributes are out of the Acceptable Range, 
then a Vertical Scaling should take place. A Measurable Attribute that is greater than the Acceptable 
Range, it would lead to Scale in, while if it is less than the Acceptable Range, it would lead to a Scale out. 

Deciding to perform a Scaling action on the basis of a single measurement, might not be the best approach. 
In order to avoid a scaling decision that might be reverted shortly, it is suggested to maintain a time window. 
If the Measurable Attribute is constantly out of the Acceptable Range for a period of TWindow, then a scaling 
decision can be taken. 

The TSampling might not be possible, due to technical or functional reasons, to be commonly applied for al 
the different Measurement Attributes. For that reason, we may define a separate TSampling period per 
Measurement Attribute. Such an approach might also need to have an individual TWindow period per 
Measurable Attribute. 

5.6 Planning Engine 
The Planning Engine orchestrates one or more optimisation algorithms to improve resource planning and 
assignment and produce recommendations on how to improve Virtual Network Function Forwarding 
Graphs (VNFFGs) topologies and network configuration policies (scaling). It receives input from the 
Analysis Engine about the current status and the predicted usage of network and application resources 
for the instantiated NSs and executes algorithms to configure and adapt the NS, the infrastructure on which 
it runs and the application logic. Algorithm behaviour is tailored by operator-defined policies, e.g. the 
service provider can define the maximum cost budget or the lowest acceptable performance level of the 
NS to meet SLA objectives. The output of the optimisation algorithms is formed into a set of operations 
forwarded on the NRG-5 PSb - Kafka bus, which are subsequently read and implemented by the Execution 
Engine. 
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Planning algorithms for the optimisation of NRG-5 consist of four main types: 

● Infrastructure adaptation to overcome scarcity of computational, networking or storage resources. 
In this case, additional resources are committed to increase network capacity, to allocate greater 
computational capacity, to establish expedited paths or to reroute flows avoiding congested parts 
of the network. 

● Infrastructure adaptation to minimise the volume of unutilised computational, networking or storage 
resources. In this particular case, it is determined that although resources have been committed, 
they are practically used and, thus, they can be freed. 

● Service placement optimisation to determine which NFVI instance should service each VNF for a 
NS by trading-off cost with performance of the network and computational infrastructure. This can 
run at various timescales, including initial NS deployment and ongoing reconfiguration to migrate 
existing VNFs, instantiate new VNFs, undertake service scaling as demand patterns change. 

● VNFFG optimisation to determine which instances of VNFs should be interconnected to meet 
performance and cost objectives for specific user session requests. This can be undertaken at 
initial session establishment, as well as for the optimisation of already running sessions/VNFFG 
instances. 

In this section we focus on the first iteration of optimisation algorithms for the placement of the set of VNFs 
forming a NS. This algorithm partially addresses the two latter classes of planning algorithms: service 
placement optimisation and VNFFG optimisation. 

5.6.1 Optimal, elastic VNF chaining 
Cloud-native architectures are largely based on the notion of microservices, at least from an architectural 
perspective. In general, microservices architectures comprise small autonomous services accounting for 
single-responsibility services that interwork with other similar services. Normally, the services are loosely-
coupled and accessible via APIs (e.g. RESTful or Publish Subscribe). 

Usually, NFV-based NSs are built as chains of components, which are either clustered or behind a load 
balancer (LB) entity, so that clustering is implicitly achieved. In an attempt to achieve elasticity, without 
having to re-instantiate the running NS, a virtual LB (vLB) chaining architecture has been defined, as 
shown in Figure 41, below. 

 
Figure 41: Example of a LB-based architecture allowing for VNF/NS resizing 

Considering a microservices oriented architecture, each VNF is deployed behind a vLB, so that new VNF 
instances may be added (or removed), beside the existing ones (in the case of horizontal scaling) to share 
the load, without having to stop the service operations. The vLB implementation is relatively simple. It 
requires maintaining the operation of a local load balancing service (Nginx [43]), as well as a management 
service that tunes the LB configuration, when new instances appear, in the same network. This 
management service: 

● maintains a service registry cache DB that handles the knowledge of presence of the VNF 
instances; 

● maintains a websocket connection that overhears the network for broadcast VNF registration and 
health messages. 

All VNFs that would need to be behind the vLB, should be equipped with a lightweight vLB client that, 
when initiated (normally at VNF boot up), it broadcasts messages to its attached network to advertise its 
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presence (see Figure 42; the small yellow oval indicates the vLB client residing in VNF). The management 
service of the vLB handles these messages and registers the VNFs in the service registry, so that data 
flows may be directed towards the newly launched VNF. At the same time, the vLB lightweight client sends 
to the websocket connection, maintained by the vLB, health-check messages, so that continuity of 
presence and constant knowledge of the VNFs state is achieved. 

 
Figure 42: The vLB VNF of NRG-5 elastically, supporting generic VNF instances 

Under normal conditions, health-check messages are sent every second from the VNFs to the vLB 
management service. Notably, when a VNF has not sent (thought its vLB client) health-check messages 
for a predefined (but configurable) number of seconds, the vLB considers the VNF instance as failing and 
removes it from its service registry. Using this approach, the unavailability of a service holding N VNFs (as 
a result of horizontal scaling) that considers a VNF failing after absence of messages for 10 seconds, 
would only affect the 1/N requests sent to this VNF cluster and for only 10 seconds. According to the 
discussion above, the vLB implements the microservices oriented design patterns, presented in Table 14. 

Table 14: The design patterns applied in the case of the proposed vLB architecture 

Design Pattern Context Result 

Service Registry Clients of a service use either 
Client-side discovery or Server-
side discovery to determine the 
location of a service instance to 
which to send requests. 

Each instance of a service exposes a remote API 
such as HTTP/REST, or Thrift etc. at a particular 
location (host and port). The number of services 
instances and their locations changes 
dynamically. VNFs are usually assigned a 
dynamic IP address, depending on the NS 
configuration. 

Client-side 
service 
discovery 

Services typically need to call 
one another. However, typical 
micro-services-oriented 
architectures runs in a virtualized 
environment where the number 
of instances of a service and their 
locations changes dynamically. 

Each instance of a service exposes a remote API 
such as HTTP/REST etc. at a particular location 
(host and port). The number of services instances 
and their locations changes dynamically. VNFs 
are usually assigned a dynamic IP address, 
depending on the NS configuration. The number 
of services instances might vary dynamically. 

Health Check 
API 

Sometimes a service instance 
can be incapable of handling 
requests or has been deleted 
(e.g. due to a downscaling 
request). When this occurs, the 
monitoring system should 
generate an alert. Also, the load 
balancer or service registry 
should not route requests to the 
failed service instance. 

An alert should be generated when a service 
instance fails. Requests should be routed to 
working service instances. 

5.6.2 Optimisation algorithms for the placement and configuration of VNFFGs 

The decision on where to locate VNFs and how to interconnect VNF instances to form the end-to-end NS 
depends on many factors. These include the cost and performance of potential cloud node locations and 
the network segments interconnecting the VNFs of the NS. Selection a placement solution that is optimal 
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for a single VNF with regard to QoS and cost constraints is an NP-hard problem [44], and the problem of 
optimising an entire VNF forwarding graph (VNFFG) across distributed cloud nodes is even more complex. 
In the following we identify three basic VNFFG structures. 

5.6.2.1 VNFFG structures 

One of the most common structures of VNFFG is the chain structure. Figure 43 depicts a VNFFG chain 
structure, where the three virtual functions need to be connected as a chain to deliver a service. For this 
structure, the end-to-end latency will be accumulated from each hop in the chain (including network latency 
and processing delay at each node). 

 
Figure 43: VNFFG chain structure 

In Figure 44, we represent a tree or parallel VNFFG structure. In this case, VNF1 and VNF2 can run in 
parallel. They provide the results of their processing to VNF3. The end-to-end latency will be the longest 
of the two branches. This structure forms a directed acyclic graph and is referred to as a tree or parallel 
structure. 

 
Figure 44: VNFFG tree or parallel structure 

The third structure we are presenting is a cycle or a loop structure, as shown in Figure 45. It is similar to 
the chain structure, except there is a loop to provide feedback and make decisions in subsequent rounds. 
The end-to-end latency is accumulated on each node. Examples of this include services where 
components send any sort of application feedback to the source. 

 
Figure 45: VNFFG loop structure 

These three basic structures can be combined to form any complex composite service. In this section, we 
present algorithms to maximise utility for each type of VNFFG composite structure. The algorithms can be 
combined to find solutions for more complex structures. We consider several constraints for the VNFFG 
problem: 

● Fixed cost: the cost of deploying the service for the first time on a cloud node. This can be thought 
as the cost to transfer, install and store the software in that location. The fixed cost is incurred only 
once and does not vary with the number of service instances at a certain location. 

● Linear cost: this cost is proportional to the resources used by the service. The more service 
instances are deployed the more resources are consumed and hence the cost increases with the 
number of instances. 

● Latency: this includes both the network latency and processing time on cloud nodes. There is a 
trade-off, for example, between deploying services at a distant node with a higher network latency, 
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but faster processing time, or choosing a closer low latency location, with slower processing time. 
Our algorithms consider this trade off in the optimisation model. In addition, some services require 
a higher performance connection between users and the first hop component. For example, users 
should connect to a low latency rendering component in an online game service to reduce lag as 
the player moves viewpoint, while the game simulation engine itself could be located more remotely 
if the position of other players does not change rapidly and so a longer latency would not impact 
game play. Therefore, along with the end to end latency, we also consider the first hop latency as 
a constraint, when deploying a VNFFG. 

5.7 Execution Engine 
The Execution Engine is responsible to communication with the Service Orchestrator and announce to it 
the planning directives of NRG-5 ECRP. According to the OSM, release 3 and 4 features, the Execution 
Engine can only support the action of scaling out a network service to one or more additional VNFs, as 
explained below. 

Typically, an instantiated network service is composed of several VNFs that need to be scaled and 
operated independently, but still belong to the same service and, hence, need to be completely described 
in the corresponding NS package. Scaling out distributes the workload of the NS across existing and new 
instantiated resources, thus increases the level of availability and extends the throughput capacity of the 
service. 

Execution Engine leverages on OSM functionalities to apply NSs scaling actions. The invoked web service 
of the OSM Service Orchestrator, which is used by the Execution Engine to trigger such actions is provided 
below: 

 
$ curl --request POST \ 
  --url https://{osm-ip}:{osm-port}/v1/api/config/project/default/ns-instance-
config/nsr/{ns_uuid}/scaling-group/{scaling_group_id}/instance \ 
  --header 'accept: application/JSON' \ 
  --header 'authorisation: Basic {token}' \ 
  --header 'cache-control: no-cache' \ 
  --header 'content-type: application/JSON' \ 
  --data '{"instance": [{"id": {scale_id}}]}' 

 
where each variable map to: 

● osm-ip is the IPv4 of the installed OSM 
● osm-port is the port that the OSM Service Orchestrator API listens to (by default is 8008) 
● ns_uuid is the UUID of the instantiated NS 
● scaling_group_id is the scaling group as it is defined in the descriptors 
● scale_id is the index of the scaled instance 

The set of primitives that should be followed during the scaling process is unified at NSD level. The new 
elements of the NS are proper deployed with the VDUs interconnected as specified in its descriptor. During 
the scale-out process, OSM service and resource orchestrators commit resources (e.g. VMs/containers) 
and deploy images, establish connectivity across all the machines and organise the new service. Once 
the scaling action is completed, the records of OSM are updated and the NS is orchestrated as a whole 
by the Service Orchestrator. 

With the introduction of OSM R5, it is possible to utilise the VNF scale in and VNF scale out of the OSM 
North Bound Interface (NBI). In Figure 46, below, we are providing the necessary information regarding 
the Scale out and Scale in NBI API of OSM. 

NBI API URL: {{NBI_BASE_URL}}/osm/nslcm/v1/ns_instances/{{NS_NAME}}/scale 
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{ 
  "scaleVnfData": { 
    "scaleVnfType": "SCALE_OUT", 
    "scaleByStepData": { 
      "member-vnf-index": "2", 
      "scaling-group-descriptor": 
"scale_by_one" 
    } 
  }, 
  "scaleType": "SCALE_VNF" 
} 

{ 
  "scaleVnfData": { 
    "scaleVnfType": "SCALE_IN", 
    "scaleByStepData": { 
      "member-vnf-index": "2", 
      "scaling-group-descriptor": 
"scale_by_one" 
    } 
  }, 
  "scaleType": "SCALE_VNF" 
} 

(a) Scale out (b) Scale in 

Figure 46: OSM NBI API for scaling 
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6 VNF catalogue 
A set of VNFs and NS have been onboarded on the NRG-5 catalogue in order to be able to run the core 
NRG-5 use cases. In particular, three main network slices templates (NSTs) are portraiting the AMIaaS, 
DDRaaS, and PMaaS definitions, and assembled by basic VNFs and NSs as building blocks. In the 
following, we provide the descriptors for all of these elements as defined in the NRG-5 catalogue using 
the YAML modelling language, starting from the most basic building block modeled by the VNFDs, and up 
to the definition of the whole NST. 

6.1 The NRG-5 VNF definitions 
The most basic building block for a network slice is represented by a VNF, which provides a single 
functionality to the NS. For each VNFD are defined a set of information that allows the orchestrator to 
deploy correctly the VNF on the VIM. For instance, a VNFD may describe the image files composing the 
VNF in form of VDUs, the internal and external connection points for communication, the computing 
requirements, the metadata, and the day-0 configuration for the VNF. 

For each VNF, we provide a short textual description (for the interested reader an extended explanation 
is provided in Section 2, and in [7]), the descriptor itself using a YAML notation, and a visual diagram to 
better understand the relationship among its components.   

6.1.1 vPMU  
The vPMU, as defined in Section 2.2.4, is required to process and stream the acquired and synchronized 
samples of voltages and currents from NORM devices. The VNF is composed of a single VDU, and four 
connection points. 
vnfd:vnfd-catalog: 
    vnfd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   id: vpmu_vnf/cp0 
            name: vpmu_vnf/cp0 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vpmu_vnf/cp1 
            name: vpmu_vnf/cp1 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vpmu_vnf/cp2 
            name: vpmu_vnf/cp2 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vpmu_vnf/cp3 
            name: vpmu_vnf/cp3 
            type: VPORT 
        description: A VNF of vPMU service. 
        id: vpmu-vnf 
        mgmt-interface: 
            cp: vpmu_vnf/cp0 
        name: vpmu-vnf 
        short-name: vpmu-vnf 
        vdu: 
        -   cloud-init-file: cloud-config.txt 
            count: '1' 
            id: vpmu_vdu 
            image: vPMU_latest 
            interface: 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vpmu_vnf/cp0 
                name: vpmu_ens3 
                position: '1' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vpmu_vnf/cp1 

Figure 47: vPMU VNF  
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                name: vpmu_ens4 
                position: '2' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vpmu_vnf/cp2 
                name: vpmu_ens5 
                position: '3' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vpmu_vnf/cp3 
                name: vpmu_ens6 
                position: '4' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            name: vPMU 
            vm-flavor: 
                memory-mb: '2048' 
                storage-gb: '30' 
                vcpu-count: '4' 
        vendor: RWTH University Institute for Automation of Complex Power Systems 
        version: '0.3' 
 

6.1.2 vAAA and vBCP 
The vAAA and vBCP functions, as described in Section 5.1 of [7], work together to offer security and 
message validation properties provided by smart contracts functionalities offered by the Ethereum 
blockchain. The VNF is composed of a single VDU, and two connection points. 
vnfd:vnfd-catalog: 
    vnfd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   id: vaaa_vnf/cp0 
            name: vaaa_vnf/cp0 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vaaa_vnf/cp1 
            name: vaaa_vnf/cp1 
            type: VPORT 
        description: A VNF of vAAA service. 
        id: vaaa-vnf 
        mgmt-interface: 
            cp: vaaa_vnf/cp0 
        name: vaaa-vnf 
        short-name: vaaa-vnf 
        vdu: 
        -   cloud-init-file: cloud_init 
            count: '1' 
            id: vaaa_vdu 
            image: NRG-5_vaaa_1.5 
            interface: 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vaaa_vnf/cp0 
                name: vaaa_ens3 
                position: '1' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vaaa_vnf/cp1 
                name: vaaa_ens4 
                position: '2' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 

Figure 48: vAAA VNF  
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            name: vAAA 
            vm-flavor: 
                memory-mb: '2048' 
                storage-gb: '120' 
                vcpu-count: '2' 
        vendor: Power Operations 
        version: '1.5' 

6.1.3   vMCM 

The vMCM, as described in Section 4.2 of [7], provides a digital representation of the physical 
infrastructure, aiming at an increased scalability and flexibility.The VNF is composed of a single VDU, and 
two connection points. 
vnfd:vnfd-catalog: 
    vnfd: 
    -   connection-point:  
        -   id: vmcm_vnf/cp0 
            name: vmcm_vnf/cp0 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vmcm_vnf/cp1 
            name: vmcm_vnf/cp1 
            type: VPORT 
        description: A VNF of vMCM service. 
        id: vmcm-vnf 
        mgmt-interface:  
            cp: vmcm_vnf/cp0 
        name: vmcm-vnf 
        short-name: vmcm-vnf 
        vdu: 
        -   cloud-init-file: cloud_init 
            count: '1' 
            id: vmcm_vdu 
            image: NRG-5_vmcm_1.3 
            interface: 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vmcm_vnf/cp0 
                name: vmcm_ens3 
                position: '1' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vmcm_vnf/cp1 
                name: vmcm_ens4 
                position: '2' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            name: vMCM 
            vm-flavor: 
                memory-mb: '4096' 
                storage-gb: '20' 
                vcpu-count: '4' 
        vendor: British Telecom 
        version: '1.3' 

6.1.4  vTSD 
The vTSD, as described in Section 4.1 of [7], provides device discovery, registration, and data plane 
translation services for UE nodes out of the direct cellular coverage.The VNF is composed of a single 
VDU, and two connection points. 

 

Figure 49: vMCM VNF  
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vnfd:vnfd-catalog:  
    vnfd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   id: vtsd_vnf/cp0 
            name: vtsd_vnf/cp0 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vtsd_vnf/cp1 
            name: vtsd_vnf/cp1 
            type: VPORT 
        description: A VNF of vTSD service. 
        id: vtsd-vnf 
        mgmt-interface: 
            cp: vtsd_vnf/cp0 
        name: vtsd-vnf 
        short-name: vtsd-vnf 
        vdu: 
        -   cloud-init-file: cloud-config.txt 
            count: '1' 
            id: vtsd_vdu 
            image: vTSD-v1.0 
            interface: 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vtsd_vnf/cp0 
                name: vtsd_ens3 
                position: '1' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vtsd_vnf/cp1 
                name: vtsd_ens4 
                position: '1' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            name: vTSD 
            vm-flavor: 
                memory-mb: '1024' 
                storage-gb: '2' 
                vcpu-count: '1' 
        vendor: Sorbonne 
        version: '1.0' 

6.1.5 vDES 
vDES, as described in Section 2.2.3, provides information about the storage capacity, the stored energy, 
the active/reactive power, and trigger the power imbalance resolution actions. The VNF is composed of a 
single VDU, and three connection points. 
vnfd:vnfd-catalog: 
    vnfd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   id: vdes_vnf/mgmt 
            name: vdes_vnf/mgmt 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vdes_vnf/mcm 
            name: vdes_vnf/mcm 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vdes_vnf/northbound 
            name: vdes_vnf/northbound 
            type: VPORT 
        description: 'A Virtual Distributed Energy 
Resources VNF' 
        id: vdes-vnf 
        mgmt-interface: 
            cp: vdes_vnf/mgmt 
        name: vdes-vnf 

Figure 50: vTSD VNF 

Figure 51: vDES VNF 
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        short-name: vdes-vnf 
        vdu: 
        -   cloud-init-file: cloud-config.txt 
            count: '1' 
            id: vdes_vdu 
            image: vDES-vnf 
            interface: 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vdes_vnf/mgmt 
                name: vdes_ens3 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vdes_vnf/mcm 
                name: vdes_ens4 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vdes_vnf/northbound 
                name: vdes_ens5 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            name: vdes-vdu 
            vm-flavor: 
                memory-mb: '2048' 
                storage-gb: '10' 
                vcpu-count: '2' 
        vendor: Sorbonne 
        version: '1.0' 

6.1.6 vRES 
Similarly to the vDES, the vRES, as described in Section 2.2.2, provides the active/reactive power 
generated at a renewable source, and trigger the power imbalance resolution actions. The VNF is 
composed of a single VDU, and three connection points. 
vnfd:vnfd-catalog:  
    vnfd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   id: vres_vnf/mgmt 
            name: vres_vnf/mgmt 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vres_vnf/mcm 
            name: vres_vnf/mcm 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vres_vnf/northbound 
            name: vres_vnf/northbound 
            type: VPORT 
        description: 'A Virtual Distributed Energy 
Resources VNF' 
        id: vres-vnf 
        mgmt-interface: 
            cp: vres_vnf/mgmt 
        name: vres-vnf 
        short-name: vres-vnf 
        vdu: 
        -   cloud-init-file: cloud-config.txt 
            count: '1' 
            id: vres_vdu 
            image: vRES-vnf 
            interface: 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vres_vnf/mgmt 
                name: vres_ens3 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 

Figure 52: vRES VNF 
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                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vres_vnf/mcm 
                name: vres_ens4 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vres_vnf/northbound 
                name: vres_ens5 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            name: vres-vdu 
            vm-flavor: 
                memory-mb: '2048' 
                storage-gb: '10' 
                vcpu-count: '2' 
        vendor: Not Assigned 
        version: '1.0' 

6.1.7 vESR 
The vESR, as defined in Section 2.2.1, controls the power injections at the nodes of the electrical grid. 
The VNF is composed of a single VDU, and three connection points. 
vnfd:vnfd-catalog: 
    vnfd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   id: vesr_vnf/cp0 
            name: vesr_vnf/cp0 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vesr_vnf/cp1 
            name: vesr_vnf/cp1 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vesr_vnf/cp2 
            name: vesr_vnf/cp2 
            type: VPORT 
        description: A VNF of vESR service.  
        id: vesr-vnf 
        mgmt-interface: 
            cp: vesr_vnf/cp0 
        name: vesr-vnf 
        short-name: vesr-vnf 
        vdu: 
        -   cloud-init-file: cloud-config.txt 
            count: '1' 
            id: vesr_vdu 
            image: vESR-vnf 
            interface: 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vesr_vnf/cp0 
                name: vesr_ens3 
                position: '1' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vesr_vnf/cp1 
                name: vesr_ens4 
                position: '2' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vesr_vnf/cp2 
                name: vesr_ens5 
                position: '3' 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 

Figure 53: vESR VNF 
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                    type: VIRTIO 
            name: vESR 
            vm-flavor: 
                memory-mb: '2048' 
                storage-gb: '30' 
                vcpu-count: '2' 
        vendor: RWTH University Institute for Automation of Complex Power Systems 
        version: '0.3' 

 

6.1.8 vDFC 

The vDFC, as defined in Section 2.1.2 realizes the autonomous control of drones in real-time. The VNF is 
composed of a single VDU, and four connection points. 
vnfd:vnfd-catalog: 
    vnfd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   id: vdfc_vnf/mgmt 
            name: vdfc_vnf/mgmt 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vdfc_vnf/data 
            name: vdfc_vnf/data 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vdfc_vnf/aaa 
            name: vdfc_vnf/aaa 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vdfc_vnf/mobility 
            name: vdfc_vnf/mobility 
            type: VPORT 
        description: A virtual Drone Flight Control 
        id: vdfc-vnf 
        mgmt-interface: 
            cp: vdfc_vnf/mgmt 
        name: vdfc-vnf 
        short-name: vdfc-vnf 
        vdu: 
        -   cloud-init-file: cloud-config.txt 
            count: '1' 
            id: vdfc_vdu 
            image: vdfc-vnf-v1.2 
            interface: 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vdfc_vnf/mgmt 
                name: vdfc_ens3 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vdfc_vnf/data 
                name: vdfc_ens4 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vdfc_vnf/mobility 
                name: vdfc_ens5 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vdfc_vnf/aaa 
                name: vdfc_ens6 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            name: vdfc_vdu 
            vm-flavor: 
                memory-mb: '4096' 

Figure 54: vDFC VNF 
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                storage-gb: '50' 
                vcpu-count: '2' 
        vendor: Visiona 
        version: '1.1' 

6.1.9 vMPA 
The vMPA, as defined in section 2.1.1, provides real-time video and image processing/analysis services, 
using the camera output of a flying drone. The VNF is composed of a single VDU, and three connection 
points. 
vnfd:vnfd-catalog: 
    vnfd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   id: vmpa_vnf/mgmt 
            name: vmpa_vnf/mgmt 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vmpa_vnf/data 
            name: vmpa_vnf/data 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vmpa_vnf/aaa 
            name: vmpa_vnf/aaa 
            type: VPORT 
        description: A virtual Media Processing Agent 
        id: vmpa-vnf 
        mgmt-interface: 
            cp: vmpa_vnf/mgmt 
        name: vmpa-vnf 
        short-name: vmpa-vnf 
        vdu: 
        -   cloud-init-file: cloud-config.txt 
            count: '1' 
            id: vmpa_vdu 
            image: vmpa-vnf-v1.1 
            interface: 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vmpa_vnf/mgmt 
                name: vmpa_ens3 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vmpa_vnf/data 
                name: vmpa_ens4 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vmpa_vnf/aaa 
                name: vmpa_ens5 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            name: vmpa_vdu 
            vm-flavor: 
                memory-mb: '4096' 
                storage-gb: '40' 
                vcpu-count: '2' 
        vendor: Visiona 
        version: '1.1' 

6.1.10 vMME 
Finally, the vMME, as described in Section 5.3 of [7], provides idle mobile devices wih registration, paging, 
tagging services and assist handover procedures of UEs. The VNF is composed of a single VDU, and two 
connection points. 

Figure 55: vMPA VNF 
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vnfd:vnfd-catalog: 
    vnfd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   id: vmme_vnf/mgmt 
            name: vmme_vnf/mgmt 
            type: VPORT 
        -   id: vmme_vnf/data 
            name: vmme_vnf/data 
            type: VPORT 
        description: A virtual Mobility Management Entity 
        id: vmme-vnf 
        mgmt-interface: 
            cp: vmme_vnf/mgmt 
        name: vmme-vnf 
        short-name: vmme-vnf 
        vdu: 
        -   cloud-init-file: cloud-config.txt  
            count: '1' 
            id: vmme_vdu 
            image: vmme-vnf-v1.0 
            interface: 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vmme_vnf/mgmt 
                name: vmme_ens3 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            -   external-connection-point-ref: vmme_vnf/data 
                name: vmme_ens4 
                type: EXTERNAL 
                virtual-interface: 
                    type: VIRTIO 
            name: vmme_vdu 
            vm-flavor: 
                memory-mb: '2048' 
                storage-gb: '40' 
                vcpu-count: '2' 
        vendor: TEISTE 
        version: '1.0 

6.1.11 Cloud-init file 
Each VNFD has a day-0 configuration realized by using the cloud-init files.The cloud-init sets the initial 
configuration during the boot time of the VDU components of a VNF. In the following code snippet we 
provide a generic configuration file that sets the password, the ssh settings and the hostname of the target 
VNF, enables multiple network interfaces (only ens3 is active by default), and provides the DNS resolver 
configuration. 
#cloud-config 
password: ******** 
chpasswd: { expire: False } 
ssh_pwauth: True 
hostname: vXXX 
 
write_files: 
-   content: | 
        auto lo 
        iface lo inet loopback 
 
        auto ens3 
        iface ens3 inet dhcp 
 
        auto ens4 
        iface ens4 inet dhcp 
 

Figure 56: vMME VNF 
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        auto ens5 
        iface ens5 inet dhcp 
 
    owner: root:root 
    path: /etc/network/interfaces.d/50-cloud-init.cfg 
runcmd: 
  - [ ifup, ens4 ] 
  - [ ifup, ens5 ] 
 
manage_resolv_conf: true 
 
resolv_conf: 
  nameservers: ['1.1.1.1', '8.8.8.8'] 
  options: 
    rotate: true 
    timeout: 1 

6.2 The NRG-5 NS definitions 
Next in the hierarchy, there are the NSs that provide a specific service to the network. A NS may be 
composed of one or more VNFs connected together by virtual links. Like in the VNFD case, for each NSD 
are defined a set of information that allows the orchestrator to assemble together the VNFs constituting 
the NS. It has to be noted that for a MANO framework such as OSM, the notion of NS represents also the 
basic block that can be instantiated and operated (e.g., it is only possible to instantiate a single VNF when 
it is wrapped into a NS). Also, one technical limitation of the current release of OSM (OSM v5) is that it 
does not allow the instantiation of a given NS over multiple VIMs. 

We broke down the services required to recreate the NRG-5 use cases into seven NS; some of them are 
generic enough to be reused in multiple use cases (e.g., the AAA-ns or the Machine-cloud-machine-ns). 
Among the NSD we can find examples of NS composed by a single or multiple VNFs.  

As before, for each NS we provide a short textual description, the descriptor itself using a YAML notation, 
and a visual diagram to better understand the relationship among its components.   

6.2.1 AAA-ns 
The AAA-ns provides authentication, authorization and accounting services for both the UEs and other 
virtualized components wanting to access a given NRG-5 service (e.g., storing data on the vMCM). The 
AAA-ns is composed of a single VNF and has two external connection points (one goes to the 
management interface, while the other is used to interact with data). 

nsd:nsd-catalog: 

    nsd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   name: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            vld-id-ref: mgmtnet 
        -   name: nsd_cp_aaa 
            vld-id-ref: aaa 
        constituent-vnfd: 
        -   member-vnf-index: '1' 
            vnfd-id-ref: vaaa-vnf 
        description: NRG-5 NS for supporting AAA via vAAA and vBCP 
        id: AAA-ns 
        name: AAA-ns 
        short-name: AAA-ns 
        vendor: Power Operations 
        version: '1.0' 
        vld: 
        -   id: mgmtnet 
            mgmt-network: 'true' 
            name: mgmtnet 

Figure 57: AAA-ns 
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            short-name: mgmtnet 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: mgmt 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vaaa_vnf/cp0 
                vnfd-id-ref: vaaa-vnf 
        -   id: aaa 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: aaa 
            short-name: aaa 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: AAA_net 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vaaa_vnf/cp1 
                vnfd-id-ref: vaaa-vnf 

6.2.2 Demand-response-ns 
The Demand-response-ns provides the capability to monitor and fix the setpoints on distributed energy 
storage and renewable sources. The Demand-response-ns is composed of three VNFs and it shows three 
external connection points (one goes to the management interface, while the other two are used to interact 
with the Machine-cloud-machine-ns and with external applications). Also, it embeds an internal link 
enabling the direct exchange of data among the three VNFs. 
nsd:nsd-catalog: 
    nsd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   name: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            vld-id-ref: mgmtnet 
        -   name: nsd_cp_io 
            vld-id-ref: io 
        -   name: nsd_cp_mcm 
            vld-id-ref: mcm 
        constituent-vnfd: 
        -   member-vnf-index: '1' 
            vnfd-id-ref: vesr-vnf 
        -   member-vnf-index: '2' 
            vnfd-id-ref: vres-vnf 
        -   member-vnf-index: '3' 
            vnfd-id-ref: vdes-vnf 
        description: NRG-5 NS for supporting demand response services 
        id: demand-response-ns 
        ip-profiles: 
        -   description: Internal Link 
            ip-profile-params: 
                dhcp-params: 
                    count: 200 
                    start-address: 10.9.0.2 
                dns-server: 
                -   address: 1.1.1.1 
                gateway-address: 10.9.0.1 
                ip-version: ipv4 
                subnet-address: 10.9.0.0/24 
            name: InternalLink 
        name: demand-response-ns 
        short-name: demand-response-ns 
        vendor: Thales 
        version: '1.0' 
        vld: 
        -   id: mgmtnet 
            mgmt-network: 'true' 
            name: mgmtnet 
            short-name: mgmtnet 

Figure 58: Demand-response-ns 
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            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: mgmt 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vesr_vnf/cp0 
                vnfd-id-ref: vesr-vnf 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '2' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vres_vnf/mgmt 
                vnfd-id-ref: vres-vnf 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '3' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vdes_vnf/mgmt 
                vnfd-id-ref: vdes-vnf 
        -   id: datanet 
            ip-profile-ref: InternalLink 
            name: datanet 
            short-name: datanet 
            type: ELAN 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   ip-address: 10.9.0.9 
                member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vesr_vnf/cp1 
                vnfd-id-ref: vesr-vnf 
            -   ip-address: 10.9.0.11 
                member-vnf-index-ref: '3' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vdes_vnf/northbound 
                vnfd-id-ref: vdes-vnf 
            -   ip-address: 10.9.0.10 
                member-vnf-index-ref: '2' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vres_vnf/northbound 
                vnfd-id-ref: vres-vnf 
        -   id: io 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: io 
            type: ELAN 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vesr_vnf/cp2 
                vnfd-id-ref: vesr-vnf 
        -   id: mcm 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: mcm 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: MCM_net 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '3' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vdes_vnf/mcm 
                vnfd-id-ref: vdes-vnf 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '2' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vres_vnf/mcm 
                vnfd-id-ref: vres-vnf 

6.2.3 Drone-piloting-analysis-ns 
The Drone-piloting-analysis-ns is tasked with the automation of drone operations, namely its control and 
the real-time image detection analysis. It is composed of two VNFs exposing three external connection 
points (one goes to the management interface, while the other two are employed to authenticate with the 
AAA-ns, and to enable mobility via the Mobility-management-ns). Also, it embeds an internal link enabling 
the direct exchange of data among the two VNFs. 
nsd:nsd-catalog: 
    nsd: 
    -   connection-point: 
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        -   name: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            vld-id-ref: mgmtnet 
        -   name: nsd_cp_data 
            vld-id-ref: datanet 
        -   name: nsd_cp_mobility 
            vld-id-ref: mobility 
        -   name: nsd_cp_aaa 
            vld-id-ref: aaa 
        constituent-vnfd: 
        -   member-vnf-index: 1 
            vnfd-id-ref: vmpa-vnf 
        -   member-vnf-index: 2 
            vnfd-id-ref: vdfc-vnf 
        description: Network service with vMPA and vDFC for drone piloting and media 
            analysis 
        id: drone-piloting-analysis-ns 
        ip-profiles: 
        -   description: Internal Link 
            ip-profile-params: 
                dhcp-params: 
                    count: 200 
                    start-address: 10.9.0.2 
                dns-server: 
                -   address: 1.1.1.1 
                gateway-address: 10.9.0.1 
                ip-version: ipv4 
                subnet-address: 10.9.0.0/24 
            name: InternalLink 
        name: drone-piloting-analysis-ns 
        short-name: drone-piloting-analysis-ns 
        vendor: Visiona 
        version: '1.1' 
        vld: 
        -   id: mgmtnet 
            mgmt-network: 'true' 
            name: mgmtnet 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: mgmt 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vmpa_vnf/mgmt 
                vnfd-id-ref: vmpa-vnf 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '2' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vdfc_vnf/mgmt 
                vnfd-id-ref: vdfc-vnf 
        -   id: datanet 
            ip-profile-ref: InternalLink 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: datanet 
            type: ELAN 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   ip-address: 10.9.0.9 
                member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vmpa_vnf/data 
                vnfd-id-ref: vmpa-vnf 
            -   ip-address: 10.9.0.10 
                member-vnf-index-ref: '2' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vdfc_vnf/data 
                vnfd-id-ref: vdfc-vnf 
        -   id: aaa 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: aaa 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: AAA_net 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 

Figure 59: Drone-piloting-analysis-ns 
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                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vmpa_vnf/aaa 
                vnfd-id-ref: vmpa-vnf 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '2' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vdfc_vnf/aaa 
                vnfd-id-ref: vdfc-vnf 
        -   id: mobility 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: mobility 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: Mobility_net 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '2' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vdfc_vnf/mobility 
                vnfd-id-ref: vdfc-vnf 

6.2.4 Machine-cloud-machine-ns 
The Machine-cloud-machine-ns realizes a digital twin representation of physical data. The Machine-cloud-
machine-ns is composed of a single VNF and has two external connection points (one goes to the 
management interface, while the other is used to receive and provide stored data). 
nsd:nsd-catalog: 
    nsd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   name: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            vld-id-ref: mgmtnet 
        -   name: nsd_cp_input 
            vld-id-ref: input 
        -   name: nsd_cp_output 
            vld-id-ref: output 
        constituent-vnfd: 
        -   member-vnf-index: 1 
            vnfd-id-ref: vmcm-vnf-test 
        description: Digital Twin for storing digital 
representations of physical 
            infrastructure 
        id: machine-cloud-machine-ns 
        name: machine-cloud-machine-ns 
        short-name: machine-cloud-machine-ns 
        vendor: British Telecom 
        version: '1.0' 
        vld: 
        -   id: mgmtnet 
            mgmt-network: 'true' 
            name: mgmtnet 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: mgmt 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vmcm_vnf/cp0 
                vnfd-id-ref: vmcm-vnf-test 
        -   id: input 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: input 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: MCM_net 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vmcm_vnf/cp1 
                vnfd-id-ref: vmcm-vnf-test 
        -   id: output 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: output 
            type: ELAN 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 

Figure 60: Machine-cloud-machine-ns 
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            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vmcm_vnf/cp2 
                vnfd-id-ref: vmcm-vnf-test 

6.2.5 Mobility-management-ns 

The Mobility-management-ns control the mobility of UEs. It is composed of a single VNF and has two 
external connection points (one goes to the management interface, while the other is used to interact with 
UE requests). 
nsd:nsd-catalog: 
    nsd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   name: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            vld-id-ref: mgmtnet 
        -   name: nsd_cp_mobility 
            vld-id-ref: datanet 
        constituent-vnfd: 
        -   member-vnf-index: '1' 
            vnfd-id-ref: vmme-vnf 
        description: NS with vMME 
        id: mobility-management-ns 
        name: mobility-management-ns 
        short-name: mobility-management-ns 
        vendor: TEISTE 
        version: '1.1' 
        vld: 
        -   id: mgmtnet 
            mgmt-network: 'true' 
            name: mgmtnet 
            short-name: mgmtnet 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: mgmt 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vmme_vnf/mgmt 
                vnfd-id-ref: vmme-vnf 
        -   id: datanet 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: datanet 
            short-name: datanet 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: Mobility_net 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vmme_vnf/data 
                vnfd-id-ref: vmme-vnf 

6.2.6 PMU-calculated-ns 
The PMU-calculated-ns receive the already calculated phasors measurements. It is composed of a single 
VNF and has three external connection points (one goes to the management interface, while the other two 
are used to interact with UE inputs and to store data over the Machine-cloud-machine-ns). 
nsd:nsd-catalog: 

Figure 61: Mobility-management-ns 
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    nsd: 
    -   connection-point: 
        -   name: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            vld-id-ref: mgmtnet 
        -   name: nsd_cp_input 
            vld-id-ref: input 
        -   name: nsd_cp_output 
            vld-id-ref: output 
        constituent-vnfd: 
        -   member-vnf-index: 1 
            vnfd-id-ref: vpmu-vnf-test 
        description: Network service with vPMU 
for including PMU raw data in the NFV 
        id: PMU-calculated-ns 
        name: PMU-calculated-ns 
        short-name: PMU-calculated-ns 
        vendor: Thales 
        version: '1.0' 
        vld: 
        -   id: mgmtnet 
            mgmt-network: 'true' 
            name: mgmtnet 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: mgmt 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vpmu_vnf/cp0 
                vnfd-id-ref: vpmu-vnf-test 
        -   id: input 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: input 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: Data_Input_net 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vpmu_vnf/cp1 
                vnfd-id-ref: vpmu-vnf-test 
        -   id: output 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: output 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: MCM_net 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vpmu_vnf/cp2 
                vnfd-id-ref: vpmu-vnf-test 

6.2.7 PMU-raw-ns 
The PMU-raw-ns receives the raw phasors measurements and compute them. It is composed of a single 
VNF and hasfour external connection points (one goes to the management interface, while the other three 
are used to interact with UE inputs, to authenticate over the AAA-ns, and to store data over the Machine-
cloud-machine-ns). 
nsd:nsd-catalog: 
    nsd: 
    -   connection-point: 

Figure 62: PMU-calculated-ns 
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        -   name: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            vld-id-ref: mgmtnet 
        -   name: nsd_cp_input 
            vld-id-ref: input 
        -   name: nsd_cp_aaa 
            vld-id-ref: aaa 
        -   name: nsd_cp_output 
            vld-id-ref: mcm 
        constituent-vnfd: 
        -   member-vnf-index: 1 
            vnfd-id-ref: vpmu-vnf-test 
        description: Network service with vPMU 
for including PMU raw data in the NFV 
        id: PMU-raw-ns 
        name: PMU-raw-ns 
        short-name: PMU-raw-ns 
        vendor: Thales 
        version: '1.0' 
        vld: 
        -   id: mgmtnet 
            mgmt-network: 'true' 
            name: mgmtnet 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: mgmt 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vpmu_vnf/cp0 
                vnfd-id-ref: vpmu-vnf-test 
        -   id: input 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: input 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: Data_Input_net 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vpmu_vnf/cp1 
                vnfd-id-ref: vpmu-vnf-test 
        -   id: aaa 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: aaa 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: AAA_net 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vpmu_vnf/cp2 
                vnfd-id-ref: vpmu-vnf-test 
        -   id: mcm 
            mgmt-network: 'false' 
            name: mcm 
            type: ELAN 
            vim-network-name: MCM_net 
            vnfd-connection-point-ref: 
            -   member-vnf-index-ref: '1' 
                vnfd-connection-point-ref: vpmu_vnf/cp3 
                vnfd-id-ref: vpmu-vnf-test 

6.3 The NRG-5 Network Slice Templates  
In the scope of 5G, network slicing allows a network operator to deploy independent logical networks with 
different capabilities. For instance, different network slices addressing different types of usage requiring 
different levels of functionality, performance and reliability. Starting from OSM release 5, it is possible to 
define and instantiate network slices modeled as a set of NS connected by virtual links.  
 

Figure 63: PMU-raw-ns 
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It is then possible to define the three main NRG-5 use cases (namely, AMIaaS, DDRaaS, and PMaaS) as 
network slices template (NSTs) connecting together multiple NSs as defined earlier. 

6.3.1 Network Slice #1: Advanced Metering Infrastructure as a Service – AMIaaS 
The following template enables the instantiation of the AMIaaS use case as defined in section 3.1, 
connecting the PMU inputs in raw and calculated forms to a blockchain ledger and a digital twin.   
nst: 
-   SNSSAI-identifier: 
        slice-service-type: mMTC 
    id: AMIaaS_slice_nst 
    name: AMIaaS_slice_nst 
    netslice-subnet: 
    -   description: Raw Phasor Measurement Input 
        id: AMIaaS_raw_pmu 
        is-shared-nss: 'false' 
        nsd-ref: PMU-raw-ns 
    -   description: Calculated Phasor Measurement Input 
        id: AMIaaS_calculated_pmu 
        is-shared-nss: 'false' 
        nsd-ref: PMU-calculated-ns 
    -   description: AAA via blockchains 
        id: AMIaaS_aaa 
        is-shared-nss: 'false' 
        nsd-ref: AAA-ns 
    -   description: Machine-Cloud-Machine 
        id: AMIaaS_mcm 
        is-shared-nss: 'false' 
        nsd-ref: machine-cloud-machine-ns 
    netslice-vld: 
    -   id: AMIaaS_slice_vld_mgmt 
        mgmt-network: 'true' 
        name: AMIaaS_slice_vld_mgmt 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            nss-ref: AMIaaS_raw_PMU 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            nss-ref: AMIaaS_calculated_PMU 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            nss-ref: AMIaaS_aaa 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            nss-ref: AMIaaS_mcm 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: AMIaaS_slice_vld_pmu_aaa 
        mgmt-network: 'false' 
        name: AMIaaS_slice_vld_pmu_aaa 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_aaa 
            nss-ref: AMIaaS_raw_pmu 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_aaa 
            nss-ref: AMIaaS_aaa 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: AMIaaS_slice_vld_pmu_mcm1 
        name: AMIaaS_slice_vld_pmu_mcm1 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_output 
            nss-ref: AMIaaS_calculated_pmu 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_input 
            nss-ref: AMIaaS_mcm 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: AMIaaS_slice_vld_pmu_mcm2 
        name: AMIaaS_slice_vld_pmu_mcm2 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_output 
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            nss-ref: AMIaaS_raw_pmu 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_input 
            nss-ref: AMIaaS_mcm 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: AMIaaS_slice_vld_output 
        name: AMIaaS_slice_vld_output 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_output 
            nss-ref: AMIaaS_mcm 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: AMIaaS_slice_vld_input 
        name: AMIaaS_slice_vld_input 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_input 
            nss-ref: AMIaaS_raw_PMU 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_input 
            nss-ref: AMIaaS_calculated_PMU 
        type: ELAN 
    quality-of-service: 
        id: 2 

6.3.2 Network Slice #2: Dispatchable Demand Response as a Service – DDRaaS 
The following template enables the instantiation of the DDRaaS use case as defined in Section 3.2, 
connecting the PMU inputs in raw and calculated forms to a blockchain ledger and a digital twin, enabling 
the control of energy generation and storage via demand response strategies.  
nst: 
-   SNSSAI-identifier: 
        slice-service-type: URLLC 
    id: DDRaaS_slice 
    name: DDRaaS_slice_nst 
    netslice-subnet: 
    -   description: Demand Response 
        id: DDRaaS_DDR 
        is-shared-nss: 'false' 
        nsd-ref: demand-response-ns 
    -   description: AAA via blockchains 
        id: DDRaaS_AAA 
        is-shared-nss: 'false' 
        nsd-ref: AAA-ns 
    -   description: Raw Phasor Measurement Input 
        id: DDRaaS_raw_PMU 
        is-shared-nss: 'false' 
        nsd-ref: PMU-raw-ns 
    -   description: Machine-cloud-Machine 
        id: DDRaaS_MCM 
        is-shared-nss: 'false' 
        nsd-ref: machine-cloud-machine-ns 
    netslice-vld: 
    -   id: DDRaaS_slice_vld_mgmt 
        mgmt-network: 'true' 
        name: DDRaaS_slice_vld_mgmt 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            nss-ref: DDRaaS_DDR 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            nss-ref: DDRaaS_AAA 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            nss-ref: DDRaaS_MCM 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            nss-ref: DDRaaS_raw_PMU 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: DDRaaS_slice_vld_aaa 
        mgmt-network: 'false' 
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        name: DDRaaS_slice_vld_aaa 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_aaa 
            nss-ref: DDRaaS_raw_PMU 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_aaa 
            nss-ref: DDRaaS_AAA 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: DDRaaS_slice_vld_mcm 
        mgmt-network: 'false' 
        name: DDRaaS_slice_vld_mcm 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_output 
            nss-ref: DDRaaS_raw_PMU 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_input 
            nss-ref: DDRaaS_MCM 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: DDRaaS_slice_vld_DDR 
        mgmt-network: 'false' 
        name: DDRaaS_slice_vld_DDR 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mcm 
            nss-ref: DDRaaS_DDR 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_input 
            nss-ref: DDRaaS_MCM 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: DDRaaS_slice_vld_input 
        mgmt-network: 'false' 
        name: DDRaaS_slice_vld_input 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_input 
            nss-ref: DDRaaS_raw_PMU 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: DDRaaS_slice_vld_output 
        mgmt-network: 'false' 
        name: DDRaaS_slice_vld_output 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_io 
            nss-ref: DDRaaS_DDR 
        type: ELAN 
    quality-of-service: 
        id: 3 

6.3.3 Network Slice #3: Predictive Maintenance as a Service – PMaaS 
The following template enables the instantiation of the PMaaS use case as defined in Section 3.3, 
providing AAA and mobility management services to a completely autonomous drone. 
nst: 
-   SNSSAI-identifier: 
        slice-service-type: eMBB 
    id: PMaaS_slice_nst 
    name: PMaaS_slice_nst 
    netslice-subnet: 
    -   description: Piloting and Media analysis capabilities 
        id: PMaaS_piloting 
        is-shared-nss: 'false' 
        nsd-ref: drone-piloting-analysis-ns 
    -   description: AAA via blockchains 
        id: PMaaS_aaa 
        is-shared-nss: 'false' 
        nsd-ref: AAA-ns 
    -   description: Mobility Management 
        id: PMaaS_mme 
        is-shared-nss: 'false' 
        nsd-ref: mobility-management-ns 
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    netslice-vld: 
    -   id: PMaaS_slice_vld_mgmt 
        mgmt-network: 'true' 
        name: PMaaS_slice_vld_mgmt 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            nss-ref: PMaaS_piloting 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            nss-ref: PMaaS_aaa 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mgmt 
            nss-ref: PMaaS_mme 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: PMaaS_slice_vld_data 
        name: PMaaS_slice_vld_data 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_data 
            nss-ref: PMaaS_piloting 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: PMaaS_slice_vld_aaa 
        name: PMaaS_slice_vld_aaa 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_aaa 
            nss-ref: PMaaS_piloting 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_aaa 
            nss-ref: PMaaS_aaa 
        type: ELAN 
    -   id: PMaaS_slice_vld_mobility 
        name: PMaaS_slice_vld_mobility 
        nss-connection-point-ref: 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mobility 
            nss-ref: PMaaS_piloting 
        -   nsd-connection-point-ref: nsd_cp_mobility 
            nss-ref: PMaaS_mme 
        type: ELAN 
    quality-of-service: 
        id: 1 

 

6.4 The Os-An/An-Ma interface 

A number of JSON data objects are being used for communicating and exchanging information. This set 
of data objects formulate the data model that is being used. Table 15 provides a summary of the data 
object, which are further described in sections 6.4.1 to 6.4.11. It is worth noting that since the project is 
working with OpenStak as NFVI, the messages presented in this section are referring to OpenStack VMs 
acting as VNF VDUs. 

Table 15: Os-An/An-Ma basic data objects 

JSON Data Object Description Reference 

openstack Used for the infrastructure metrics from OS See section 6.4.1 

openstack.resource_metadata It is part of the openstack object See section 6.4.2 

openstack.resource_metadata.image It is part of the openstack object See section 6.4.3 

openstack.resource_metadata.flavor Used in the openstack and 
ns.instances.mano.vdu objects 

See section 6.4.4 

ns.instances.trans Used for the metrics after the 
adaptation/translation process 

See section 6.4.5 

ns.instances.metric Used in ns.instances.trans object See section 6.4.6 

ns.instances.mano Used in ns.instances.trans object See section 6.4.7 
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ns.instances.mano.ns Used in ns.instances.mano object See section 6.4.8 

ns.instances.mano.vnf Used in ns.instances.trans object See section 6.4.9 

ns.instances.mano.vdu Used in ns.instances.trans object See section 6.4.10 

ns.instances.mano.vim Used in ns.instances.trans object See section 6.4.11 

6.4.1 openstack 

ID Type  Description Example 

resource_metadata  See section 6.4.2  

source String The VIM type "openstack" 

monotonic_time Date/Time A mononotic time 
reference  

31.336017553 

user_id String The id of the openstack 
user 

"894673ag40t5h46ckadl50863fd9f69d7" 

timestamp Date/Time The time when the metric 
was taken 

"2019-04-13T18:11:41.216721" 

counter_type String Indication of whether this 
is a cumulative metric or 
not 

"cumulative" 

project_id String The tenant ID of 
openstack 

"e327690gdgfw4ae08643c88442aw44" 

message_signatur
e 

String A hash of the message, 
for integrity checking 
reaons 

"0eb72d7a39a67d2423478917c91f743feace9f6
dsfy889kf99dasdfa0fdgd47ad93" 

counter_name String The measurement type "cpu" 

counter_unit String The measurement unit ms 

counter_volume Int The measurement value 
(for counters) 

5597773285121 

message_id String The id of the message "c72663be-44e3-33e8-8893-fa163ed673e4" 

resource_id String The ID of the resources 
(VM UUID) 

"99f73322-3a44-44ae-a90c-2f79f590a9c2" 

6.4.2 openstack.resource_metadata 

ID Type  Description Example 

name String The hypervisor VM ID "instance-00000209" 

os_type String The hypervisor type "kvm" 

memory_mb Int The memory of the VM 8192 

task_state String The current task of the VM “” 

root_gb Int The root filesystem size in 
GB 

10 

instance_host String The name of the compute 
node hosting the VM 

"compute-t630-0" 
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image  See section 6.4.3  

status String The status of the VM "active" 

image_ref String The UUID of the image used 
to build the VM 

"a234778eb-9f77-4e33-9997-
c5eb5ded0aa3" 

state String The state of the VM "running" 

disk_gb Int The primary disk size in GB 10 

ephemeral_gb Int The size of the epheremal 
disk attached to the VM (if 
any) 

0 

flavor  See section 6.4.4  

vcpus Int The number of virtual CPUs 
assigned to the VM 

2 

instance_id String The UUID of the VM "88f76991-3a44-42ae-a09c-2f79f459a9c2" 

display_name String The name of the VM "ns_demo1-vAAA" 

host String The ID of the hypervisor 
hosting the VM 

"0c87db69146577517cfa19e7704be48160e
18636d94efd9662a3d787" 

architecture String The CPU architecture of the 
VM (normally x86_64) 

"x86_64" 

image_ref_url URL The reference to the image in 
the image service of 
openstack 

Null 

instance_type String The type of the image used 
to build the VM 

"ubuntu_vnfd-VM-flv" 

6.4.3 openstack.resource_metadata.image 

ID Type  Description Example 

id String The UUID of the 
image 

"a75264eb-9f69-4e55-9058-c5eb5ded0bb4" 

6.4.4 openstack.resource_metadata.flavor 

ID Type  Description Example 

id String The UUID of the flavour "c46aecab-c6a9-4775-bde2-
987150b2223f" 

name String The name of the flavour "ubuntu_vnfd-VM-flv" 

disk Int The root disk size of the flavour in GB 10 

swap Int The swap disk size of the flavour in GB 0 

vcpus Int The number of vCPUs of the flavour 1 

ram Int The RAM size of the flavour in MB 8192 

ephemeral Int The size of the ephemeral disk of the 
flavour in GB 

0 
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6.4.5 ns.instances.trans 

ID Type  Description Example 

metric  See section 6.4.6  

mano  See section 6.4.7  

vnf  See section 6.4.9  

vdu  See section 6.4.10  

mgmt-interface String The name of the 
management network 

Null 

name String The hypervisor VM ID "instance-000000011" 

status String The status of the VM "running" 

vim  See section 6.4.11  

6.4.6 ns.instances.metric 

ID Type  Description Example 

unit String The metric unit "vcpu" 

value Int The value of the metric 1 

name String The name of the metric "vcpus" 

timestamp Date/Time The timestamp to which the 
metric corresponds 

"2019-04-15T12:10:22.223174" 

type String The type of the metric "gauge" 

6.4.7 ns.instances.mano 

ID Type  Description Example 

ns  See section 6.4.8  

vnf  See section 6.4.9  

vdu  See section 6.4.10  

vim  See section 6.4.11  

6.4.8 ns.instances.mano.ns 

ID Type  Description Example 

id String The NS ID "13987ea3-054a-459b-a24d-f4c76679edaf" 

name String The NS name "ns_amiaas" 

nsd_name String The name of the NS 
definition 

"ns_amiaas" 

nsd_id String The ID of the NS 
definition 

"d5c54761-ec88-7781-8167-b5b214b5b1e5" 
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6.4.9 ns.instances.mano.vnf 

ID Type  Description Example 

id String The VNF ID "abd00f11-dgg1-40f1-be83-
637a546ed422" 

short_name String The short name of the VNF “vAAA” 

vnfd_name String The full name of the VNF definition "Blockhains-based vAAA" 

name String The full name of the VNF “vAAA-1” 

vnfd_id String The ID of the VNF definition "16c232d1e-7a2b-4f53-9e50-
3f7ffe1e6fc4" 

6.4.10 ns.instances.mano.vdu 

ID Type  Description Example 

id String The UUID of a VDU of a VNF "33f76446-4a39-42ae-a09c-2f79f459a1c9" 

image_id String The image reference UUID in 
the NFVI 

"a46178eb-9f71-4e33-9058-c5eb3ded0aa4" 

ip_address String The IP address of the VDU "192.168.201.4" 

flavor  See section 6.4.4  

mgmt-interface String The management interface of 
the VDU 

null 

name String The name of the VDU (VM) in 
hypervisor terms 

"instance-000000011" 

status String The status of the VDU "running" 

6.4.11 ns.instances.mano.vim 

ID Type  Description Example 

uuid String The UUID of the NFVI in 
the MANO reference  

"44eb4bd1-feff-48ed-b0d7-5d2b6ad4361e" 

type String The type of the NFVI "openstack" 

tag String A tag for the NFVI "openstack" 

name String The name given to the 
NFVI  during MANO 
registration 

"os_queens" 

url URL The address of the 
identity service of the 
NFVI 

"http://192.168.1.250:5000/v3" 
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7 Conclusions 
This deliverable consideres the details pertaining to the NRG-5 VNFs, focusing on the drone-related, as 
well as the energy-related VNFs. The drone-related include the Virtual Media Processing Analyzer – vMPA 
and the Virtual Drone Flight Control – vDFC, presented in section 2.1. The energy related include the 
Virtual Electric Substation and Rerouting – vESR, the Virtualized Renewables Energy Resource – vRES, 
the Virtual Distributed Energy Storage – vDES and the Virtual Phasor Measurement Unit – vPMU, 
discussed in section 2.2. Through the provided descriptions we have focused on the functional and 
operational aspects of the VNFs, their interfaces, their design and deployment characteristics.   

D3.3 gives also emphasis on the exploration of the Network Services for NRG-5. In this context section 
3.1  discussed the Advanced Metering Infrastructure as a Service – AMIaaS, section 3.2 examined the 
Dispatchable Demand Response as a Service – DDRaaS, while section 3.3 investigated the details 
regarding the Predictive Maintenance as a Service – PmaaS. In this context, functional description, the 
VNFs involved and the overall control flow of the service (VNF FG/flow) are described. 

Furthermore, this deliverable provides a discussion on the Critical Infrastructure Monitoring. The indirect 
and direct paradigms are analysed and documented, in sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The former 
involves the direct observation of event/alerts on CI and a direct monitoring workflow is considered and 
discussed, providing the necessary processing elements. The latter involves the monitoring of the network 
and processing infrastructure that supports the direct monitoring of CI. Using a data-driven monitoring 
work flow, two specific use cases are discussed; namely the link quality prediction and the automatic 
transmission detection. 

Additionally, the Elastic Chaining and Relocation Processor (ECRP) is presented in detail. ECRP is 
responsible to ensure that the smart energy applications’ requirements are always met. It is built around 
the MAPE-K (Monitor, Analyse, Plan, Execute) adaptation control loop. It also uses a Translation Engine, 
for message translation services, a Publish/Subscribe Broker (PSB), as a reliable intercommunication 
system, as well as a persistent storage, for secure storing of data. The overall architecture of ECRP is 
examined in section 5.1, while section 5.2 described the NRG-5 PSB - Message Bus. Section 5.3 
presented the Translation Engine, while section 5.4 provided the design of the Monitoring Engine. Section 
5.5, presented the Analysis Engine, using both Machine Learning and deterministic algorithms. Section 
5.6 discussed the details regarding the Planning Engine, while section 5.7 discussed the details regarding 
the Execution Engine of ECRP. 

Subsequently, D3.3 provided the YAML descriptor and components interrelationships for all the NRG-5 
VNFs, in section 6.1, and NSs, in section 6.2, followed, in section 6.3, by the necessary descriptors that 
enable the instantiation of the 3 main NRG-5 use cases, namely the Advanced Metering Infrastructure as 
a Service – AMIaaS, the Dispatchable Demand Response as a Service – DDRaaS and the Predictive 
Maintenance as a Service – PmaaS. Additionally, in section 6.4 we presented the data objects pertaining 
to the Os-An/An-Ma interface.  

Finally, the deliverable is closed with some concluding remarks. 
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9  ANNEX 

9.1 vMPA API 

9.1.1 Data model 
The following table (Table 16) describes the key data structure used by vMPA. 

Table 16: Data model of a drone object 

Drone representation 

Property Type Description 

ID String ID (<IP address>:<port>) of the drone connection. 

Status String Status of the connection. 

Mode String Flight mode of the controlled drone. 

Armed Boolean Arming status of the controlled drone. 

Output String[] Outputs (output connections) of the MAVProxy console. 

Authorized Boolean Authorized status of the connection. 

Name String Name given to the connection. 

IP String IP address of the connection (ID without port). 

Avatar String Letter that defines the avatar chosen by the user to identify the drone. 

9.1.2 API Documentation 
In what follows, the API documentation of vMPA is provided. Regarding service endpoint URLs, only the 
relative path is advertised, the base path being always implied to be in the form http://IP:port or 
http://domainName:port. 

 

9.1.2.1 Get a detector command status 

Title Get a detector command status 

URL  

/detector 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

- - 

Success response  

200 

Content: <Drone information 
in JSON format> 

The result content is the information whether the detector is working on 
video analysis, the drone id, camera type and filename of the video. 

Error responses 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 
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500 Server did not give a valid response or backend unavailable 

Sample call  

curl -i http://<IP>:4000/api/mpa/detector -H "Authorization: Bearer <keycloak 
access token>" -H "Content-Type: application/json" 

 

9.1.2.2 Get list of video sources 

Title Get list of video sources 

URL  

/sources 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

- - 

Success response  

200 

Content: <Drone information 
in JSON format> 

The result content is the information of the drones that are ready to be 
video analysed. 

Error responses 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 

500 Server did not give a valid response or backend unavailable 

Sample call  

curl -i http://<IP>:4000/api/mpa/sources -H "Authorization: Bearer <keycloak access 
token>" -H "Content-Type: application/json" 

Header 

 

9.1.2.3 Get processed video path 

Title Get processed video path 

URL  

/archive/:sourceid/:camera/:date/:seq 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

Sourceid [String] Mandatory identifier of the source 

Date [Int] Date (in yyyymmdd format) on which the detection was done 

Camera [String] Camera type: thermal or visual 

Seq [INT] Sequential number of the detection; if -1, the last processed video path 
will be returned 

Success response  

200 The result content is the information of requested video. 
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Content: <Information in JSON 
format> 

Videourl [String ]:URL video file 
Filename [String]: Name of filename 

Error responses 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 

404 Not found 

500 Server did not give a valid response or backend unavailable 

Sample call  

curl -i http://<IP>:4000/api/mpa/archive/my-extvideo/visual/20180722/-1 -H 
"Authorization: Bearer <keycloak access token>" -H "Content-Type: application/json" 

 

9.1.2.4 Post a detector command start 

Title Post a detector command start 

URL  

/detector 

Method 

POST 

Required URL Parameters 

Sourcetype [String] Type of source: "1" the video source is a drone, "2" the video source is a 
file 

Videoed [String] Video source identification where the detector should start working on; 
this can be an UDP <IP:port> combination or a filename of format 
prefix_label_camera_date_sequence.mp4 

Camera [String] Camera type: thermal or visual 

Tmpfile [String] File uploaded to the server temporal space 

Success response  

200 

Content: Boolean 

The result content is whether or not the command has been successfully 
executed 

Error responses 

400 Bad request - Invalid JSON data 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 

422 Unprocessable entity - Request data missing 

500 Internal server error 

Sample call  

curl -XPOST -i http://<IP>:4000/api/mpa/detector -H "Authorization: Bearer 
<keycloak access token>" -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d '{ 
videoid":"tcp:localhost:5760", "sourcetype":"1", "camera":"visual" }' 

Header 

 

9.1.2.5 Put an alert to the MPA 

Title Put an alert to the MPA 
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URL  

/groups/groupID 

Method 

PUT 

Required URL Parameters 

Droneid [String] Id of the originating drone (as linked in MAVProxy) 

Object [String] Name of the object which identification is triggering the event 

Ts [Number] Timestamp of the video position where the identification was found 

Success response  

200 

Content: Boolean 
The result content is whether or not the alert has been successfully sent 

Error responses 

400 Bad request - Invalid JSON data 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 

500 Server did not give a valid response or backend unavailable 

Sample call  

curl -XPUT -i http://<IP>:4000/api/mpa/alert/tcp:localhost:5760/human/15393049103 -
H "Authorization: Bearer <keycloak access token>" -H "Content-Type: 
application/json" 
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9.2 vDFC API 

9.2.1 Data model 

The following tables (Table 17 and Table 18) describe the key data structures used by vDFC. 

Table 17: Data model of a drone object 

Drone representation 

Property Type Description 

ID String ID (<IP address>:<port>) of the drone connection. 

Status String Status of the connection. 

Mode String Flight mode of the controlled drone. 

Armed Boolean Arming status of the controlled drone. 

Output String[] Outputs (output connections) of the MAVProxy console. 

Authorized Boolean Authorized status of the connection. 

Name String Name given to the connection. 

IP String IP address of the connection (ID without port). 

Avatar String Letter that defines the avatar chosen by the user to identify the drone. 

 

Table 18: Data model of a subplan flight object 

Subplan flight representation 

Property Type Description 

Command String MAVProxy command to send to the drone. 

Delay Number Number of seconds to wait before executing the command. Only delay or at 
should be specified, but not both. 

At Object The GPS position. Only delay or at should be specified, but not both. 

Lat Number Latitude of the position where the drone should be in to execute the command. 

Lon Number Longitude of the position where the drone should be in to execute the 
command. 

Alt Number Altitude of the position where the drone should be in to execute the command. 

 

9.2.2 API Documentation 

9.2.2.1 Delete MPRC output 

Title Delete MPRC output 

URL  

/:mprcid/conout/:outid 

Method 

DELETE 

Required URL Parameters 
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Mprcid [String] Mandatory <IP address>:<port> of the openned connection to a MPRC 

Outid [String] Output identification (<IP address>:<port>) of a running UDP server that 
is receiving the MAVLink messages from the remote MAVProxy console. 

Success response  

200 

Content: Boolean 

The result content is whether or not the alert has been successfully 
deleted 

Error responses 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 

404 Console <conid> invalid, not found or disconnected 

410 Delete output failed: output list was unchanged after delete (i.e. the 
output did not exist in the output list) 

500 Server did not give a valid response or backend unavailable 

Sample call  

curl -XDELETE -i http://<IP>:3000/api/mprc/127.0.0.1:39831/conout/localhost:14550 -
H "Authorization: Bearer <keycloak access token>" -H "Content-Type: 
application/json" 

 

9.2.2.2 Get active MPRCs 

Title Get active MPRCs 

URL  

/active 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

- - 

Success response  

200 

Content: <Drone information 
in JSON format> 

The result content is the information of the drones that are ready to be 
video analysed. 

Error responses 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 

500 Server did not give a valid response or backend unavailable 

Sample call  

curl -i http://<IP>:3000/api/mprc/active -H "Authorization: Bearer <keycloak access 
token>" -H "Content-Type: application/json" 

 

9.2.2.3 Get all MPRCs 

Title Get all MPRCs 

URL  
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/all 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

- - 

Success response  

200 

Content: <Drone information 
in JSON format> 

The result content is the information of the drones that are ready to be 
video analysed. 

Error responses 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 

500 Server did not give a valid response or backend unavailable 

Sample call  

curl -i http://<IP>:3000/api/mprc/all -H "Authorization: Bearer <keycloak access 
token>" -H "Content-Type: application/json" 

 

9.2.2.4 Post (update) MPRC data 

Title Post (update) MPRC data 

URL  

/:ip 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

Ip [String] Mandatory IP of the connection to be updated 

Body 

Name [String] (Opt) Name given to the connection (MPRC) for better identification of 
authorized MPRCs 

Authorized [Boolean] true to authorize the IP to connect to the server, false to prevent the IP 
from connecting again. 

Avatar [String] (Opt) Letter that defines the avatar chosen by the user to identify the drone 

Success response 

200 

Content: Boolean 

true 

Error responses 

400 Bad request - Invalid JSON data 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 

404 IP was not found in connection list - no update was performed 

422 Request data missing: i.e. 'authorized' was not specified 

500 Server did not give a valid response or backend unavailable 
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Sample call  

curl -i http://<IP>:3000/api/mprc/139.109.13.21 -H "Authorization: Bearer <keycloak 
access token>" -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d '{ "authorized":false }' 

 

9.2.2.5 Put MPRC output 

Title Delete MPRC output 

URL  

/:mprcid/conout/:outid 

Method 

PUT 

Required URL Parameters 

Mprcid [String] Mandatory <IP address>:<port> of the openned connection to a MPRC 

Outid [String] Output identification (<IP address>:<port>) of a running UDP server that 
is receiving the MAVLink messages from the remote MAVProxy console. 

Success response  

200 

Content: Boolean 

The result content is whether or not the action has been successfully 
executed 

Error responses 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 

404 Console <conid> invalid, not found or disconnected 

500 Server did not give a valid response or backend unavailable 

Sample call  

curl -XPUT -i http://<IP>:3000/api/mprc/127.0.0.1:39831/conout/localhost:14550 -H 
"Authorization: Bearer <keycloak access token>" -H "Content-Type: application/json" 

 

9.2.2.6 Get flying drone's current position 

Title Delete MPRC output 

URL  

/:droneid/trace 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

Droneid [String] Mandatory IP or name of drone source (as link'd in MAVProxy) 

Time [Number] Point in time (Unix epoch time) of interest 

Threshold [Number] Time threshold (in ms) we allow the trace to deviate from the required 
point in time. Greater values give more confidence to get a valid 
response. 

Success response  

200 The result content is the GPS position 
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Content: <Subplan  
information in JSON format> 

Error responses 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 

410 No GPS trace found for instant sent. Is the drone flying? 

422 Console Id not found for <droneid> 

500 Server did not give a valid response or backend unavailable 

Sample call  

curl -i http://<IP>:3000/api/rmp/tcp:localhost:5760/trace/1528734472120/250 -H 
"Authorization: Bearer <keycloak access token>" -H "Content-Type: application/json" 

 

9.2.2.7 Get subplan 

Title Get subplan 

URL  

/:droneid/subplan 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

Droneid [String] Mandatory IP or name of drone source (as link'd in MAVProxy) 

Success response  

200 

Content: <Subplan information 
in JSON format> 

The result content is the information about the subplan information 

Error responses 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 

404 Console Id not found for <droneid> 

410 No GPS trace found for instant sent. Is the drone flying? 

500 Server did not give a valid response or backend unavailable 

Sample call  

curl -i http://<IP>:3000/api/rmp/tcp:localhost:5760/subplan -H "Authorization: 
Bearer <keycloak access token>" -H "Content-Type: application/json" 

 

9.2.2.8 Put subplan to RMP 

Title Put subplan to RMP 

URL  

/:droneid/subplan 

Method 

PUT 

Required URL Parameters 
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Droneid [String] Mandatory IP or name of drone source (as link'd in MAVProxy) 

Body 

Subplan object Subplan to be executed 

Success response  

200 

Content: Boolean 
The result content is the subplan has been submitted 

Error responses 

400 Bad request - Invalid JSON data 

403 Permission denied (only 'admin' role can use this service) 

404 Console Id not found for <droneid> 

409 Planning conflict - <conid> is yet executing a subplan 

422 Invalid subplan data: required param 'client' undefined 
Invalid subplan data: required param 'reason' undefined 
Invalid subplan data: required param 'object' undefined 
Invalid subplan data: required param 'subplan' undefined 
Subplan must be an array 
Subplan must not be empty 
Action <n> invalid: is not an object 
Action <n> invalid: no 'command' specified or not a string 
Action <n> invalid: no 'at' or 'delay' specified 
Action <n> invalid: both 'at' and 'delay' specified 
Action <n> invalid: 'at' must be an object 
Invalid action <n> data: required param 'lat' undefined 
Invalid action <n> data: required param 'lon' undefined 
Invalid action <n> data: required param 'alt' undefined 
Action <n> invalid: 'lat' must be a number 
Action <n> invalid: 'lon' must be a number 
Action <n> invalid: 'alt' must be a number 
Action <n> invalid: 'delay' must be a number 

500 Server did not give a valid response or backend unavailable 

Sample call  

curl -XPUT -i http://<IP>:3000/api/rmp/tcp:localhost:5760/subplan -H 
"Authorization: Bearer <keycloak access token>" -H "Content-Type: application/json" 
-d '{ "client":"videoproc", "reason":"recognized", "object":"human", "subplan":[ { 
"command":"mode guided; guided <lat> <lon> <alt>", "delay":0 }, { "command":"mode 
circle", "at":{ "lat":<lat>, "lon":<lon>, "alt":<alt> } }, { "command":"mode auto", 
"delay":60 } ] }' 
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9.3 vESR API 

9.3.1 Data model 

The following table (Table 19) describes the key data structure used by vESR. 

Table 19: Data model of an an Electric Substation object 

Drone representation 

Property Type Description 

deviceType String Descriptor of device like vDES1, vDES2, vRES1 … 

feederId String Identifyer of feeder 

feederName String Name of feeder 

type ENUM Data type (See Table 20) 

value Float Value as float. 

unit String Unit of value  

incentiveName ENUM Name of incentive (See Table 21) 

incentiveValue String New incentive value 

 

Table 20: ENUM data type 

Property Description 

ACTIVE_POWER Active power 

REACTIVE_POWER Reactive power 

APPARENT_POWER Apparent power 

VOLTAGE Voltage 

CURRENT Current 

 

Table 21: ENUM incentiveName 

Property Description 

INCREASE_BATTERY_UTILIZATION Increase the utilization of battery in the optimization 

INCREASE_PV_UTILIZATION Increase the utilization of pv in the optimization 

9.3.2 API documentation 
The following tables depict the available API including example requests. The customer configures the full 
URL and port. For the examples it is assumend that the vESR is listening on http://localhost:80. 

 

Table 22: The API to get statistics for Application Logic 

Title Get Energy Group Information 

URL  

/get_statistics 
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Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

feederId=[string] Feeder ID, e.g. “feeder1”.  
Parameter is optional if no feeder is specified, statistics of all controlled 
feeders are privided 

Success response  

200 

Content: <JSON message> 
The result content is the information of requested groups.   

Error responses 

404 Feeder does NOT exist 

500 Internal server error 

Sample call  

$ curl -X GET http://localhost:80/get_statistics 

[{ 
   "feederId" : "feeder12" 
   "feederName" : "Feeder 12" 
   "deviceType" : "vDES", 
   "data" : [{ 
      "type" : "POWER", 
      "value" : 19.225, 
      "unit" : "kW" 
   }] 
}] 

 

Table 23: The API set incentives from Application Logic 

Title Get Energy Group Information 

URL  

/set_incentive 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

NONE 
 

Success response  

200 

Content: <JSON message> 
The result content is the information of requested groups.   

Error responses 

404 Incentive does NOT exist 

500 Internal server error 

Sample call  

$ curl -X PUT -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d @data.json 
http://localhost:80/set_incentive  
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@data.json 

{ 
   "incentiveName" : "OPTIMIZE_SELF_CONSUMPTION" 
   "incentiveValue" : "TRUE" 
} 
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9.4 vRES API 

9.4.1 Data Model 

The following tables describe vRES data models. vRES 

vRES 

Property Type Description 

devices Dictionary(Device:String) Dictionary of DevID and device  

lvgroups Dictionary(LVGroup:String) Dictionary of groupID to LVGroup 

Table 24: vRES data structure 

 

The following table describes Low Voltage Group (LVGroup) data model. It consits of a set of devices that 
belong to the same group (ID) 

LVGroup 

Property Type Description 

devs Dictionary(Device:String) Dictionary of DevID and device 

groupId String LVGroup ID 

Table 25: LV group data structure 

The following table describes the Device data model. It consists of the type of the device that is described 
along with its position and the relevant features of that particular device. 

Device 

Property Type Description 

ID String Device ID 

devtype String The type of device (e.g PV) 

groupID String The ID of the group which the device belongs to 

position Dictionary(lat: Float, long: 
Float) 

Dictionary that maps device with latitude and longitude 

features Dictionary(FeatureName:String) “features” is a dictionary which maps featureName (String) 
to Feature 

Table 26: Device data structure 

The following table describes the features data structure of a RES device. 

Feature 

Property Type Description 

name String Feature name (e.g Active,Reactive power) 

value Float The value of feature 

maxval Float The upper bound of feature value 

minval Float The lower bound of feature value 
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units String The metric unit of feature value 

last_updated Float The UNIX timestamp to record the last updated time 

max_time_gap Float The value of the feature is thought as valid only if the gap between now and 
last updated time is smaller than max_time_gap. Max_time_gap is represent 
in seconds 

Table 27: Feature data structure 

9.4.2 API documentation 
This section describes the API documentation of vRES. The format of the URLs obey the following naming 
convention http://IP:port or http://domainName:port (base path). For reasons of brevity only the relative 
path is described below. 

Table 28: The API to get RES group information from vRES 

Title Get Energy Group Information 

URL  

/groups/groupID 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

groupID=[string] The groupID that the energy utilization request would apply to. 

Success response  

200 

Content: <Group information 
in JSON format> 

Retreives successfully the desired content about energy groups   

Error responses 

404 Groups do NOT exist 

500 Internal server error 

Sample call  

 

$ curl -X GET http://localhost:1234/groups/RES001 

 

{ 

    "groups": { 

        " RES001": { 
            "groupId": " RES001", 
            "devices": { 

                "NORM1234": { 

                    "devId": "NORM1234", 

                    "groupID": " RES001", 
                    "position": { 

                        "lat": -63572375290155, 
                        "long": 106744840359415 

                    }, 
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                    "devtype": "PV", 

                    "features": { 

                       "ReactivePower": { 

                            "name": "ReactivePower", 

                            "maxval": 0, 

                            "minval": 0, 

                            "value": 0, 

                            "units": "kW", 

                            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

                        }, 

                        "ActivePower": { 

                            "name": "ActivePower", 

                            "maxval": 20, 

                            "minval": 0, 

                            "value": 0.00015476999999999998, 

                            "units": "kW", 

                            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

                      } 

                  } 

              } 

          } 

      } 

     

 

 

Table 29: The API to get aggregated RES group information from vRES 

Title Get Aggregated Group Information 

URL  

/groups/groupID/aggregated 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

groupID=[string] The groupID that the energy utilization request would apply to 

Success response  

200 

Content: <Aggregated RES 
group information in JSON 
format> 

Retreives successfully the desired content about aggregated information 
of the requested group.   

Error responses 

404 Group does not exist 

500 Internal server error 

Sample call  

 

$ curl -X GET http://localhost:1234/groups/RES001/aggregated 
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{ 

    "groupId": " RES001", 
    "features": { 

        "ReactivePower": { 

            "name": "ReactivePower", 

            "maxval": 0, 

            "minval": 0, 

            "value": 0, 

            "units": "kW", 

            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

        }, 

        "ActivePower": { 

            "name": "ActivePower", 

            "maxval": 20, 

            "minval": 0, 

            "value": 0.00015476999999999998, 

            "units": "kW", 

            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

        }, 

    "devtypes": { 

        "PV": 1 

    } 

} 

 

Table 30: The API to get aggregated RES group information update from vRES 

Title Get Aggregated Group Information Update 

URL  

/groups/groupID/aggregated-update 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

groupID=[string] The groupID that the energy utilization request would apply to 

Success response  

200 

Content: <Aggregated RES 
group information in JSON 
format> 

The resulting content is the aggregated information of the requested 
group.  

Error responses 

404 Group does NOT exist 

500 Internal server error 

Sample call  

 

$ curl -X GET http://localhost:1234/groups/ RES001/aggregated-update 
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{ 

    "groupId": " RES001", 
    "features": { 

        "ReactivePower": { 

            "name": "ReactivePower", 

            "maxval": 0, 

            "minval": 0, 

            "value": 0, 

            "units": "kW", 

            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

        }, 

        "ActivePower": { 

            "name": "ActivePower", 

            "maxval": 20, 

            "minval": 0, 

            "value": 0.00015476999999999998, 

            "units": "kW", 

            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

        } 

    }, 

    "devtypes": { 

        "PV": 1 

    } 

} 

 

Table 31: The API to send energy utilization request to vRES 

Title Send Energy Utilization Request to vRES 

URL  

/groups/groupID/setpoint 

Method 

PUT 

Required URL Parameters 

groupID=[string] The groupID that the energy utilization request would apply to.  

Required Data Parameters 

Setpoint information in JSON 
format 

The required JSON input consists of ID, pset (active power), qset 
(reactive power) and timestamp properties, as it is described in the 
sample call below. 

Success response  

200 vRES has handled the request successfully 

Error responses 

400 GroupID in the URL is not consistent with the URL in JSON data 

404 Group does NOT exist 

500 Internal server error 
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Sample call  

 

$ curl -X PUT -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d @data.json 
http://localhost:1234/groups/ RES001/setpoint 
 

@data.json 

{ 

     "id": " RES001", 
     "pSet": 20, 

     "qSet": 10, 

     "timestamp": 1560857942.550893 

} 
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9.5 vDES API 

9.5.1 Data Model 

The following tables (Table 32, Table 33, Table 34 and Table 35) describe the key data structures used 
by vDES. 

Table 32: vDES data structure 

vDES 

Property Type Description 

devices Dict{String:Device} “devices” is a dictionary which maps devIDs (String) to Device 
objects 

lvgroups Dict{String:LVGroup} “lvgroups” is a dictionary which maps groupIDs (String) to LVGroup 
objects 

 

Table 33: Energy group data structure 

LVGroup 

Property Type Description 

devs Dict{String:Device} “devs” is a dictionary which maps devIDs (String) to Device objects 

groupId String LVGroup ID 

 

Table 34: Device data structure 

Device 

Property Type Description 

ID String Device ID 

devtype String The type of device 

groupID String The ID of the group which the device belongs to 

position Dict{“lat”: 
Float, 
“long”: 
Float} 

A fixed format dictionary which stores the latitude and longitude of the device 

features Dict{String: 
Feature} 

“features” is a dictionary which maps featureName (String) to Feature objects 

 

Table 35: Feature data structure 

Feature 

Property Type Description 

name String Feature name 

value Float The value of feature 

maxval Float The upper bound of feature value 

minval Float The lower bound of feature value 

units String The unit of feature value 
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last_updated Float The UNIX timestamp to record the last updated time 

max_time_gap Float The value of the feature is thought as valid only if the gap between now and 
last updated time is smaller than max_time_gap. Max_time_gap is represent 
in seconds 

9.5.2 API documentation 
In what follows, the API documentation of vDES is provided. Regarding service endpoint URLs, only the 
relative path is advertised, the base path being always implied to be in the form http://IP:port or 
http://domainName:port.  

Table 36: The API to get energy group information from vDES 

Title Get Energy Group Information 

URL  

/groups/groupID 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

groupID=[string] Group ID, e.g. “GRP1”. “*” is a special value to get all groups 

Success response  

200 

Content: <Group information 
in JSON format> 

The result content is the information of requested groups.   

Error responses 

404 Groups do NOT exist 

500 Internal server error 

Sample call  

$ curl -X GET http://localhost:1234/groups/* 

 

{ 

    "groups": { 

        "NGRP0002": { 

            "groupId": "NGRP0002", 

            "devices": { 

                "NORM4444": { 

                    "devId": "NORM4444", 

                    "groupID": "NGRP0002", 

                    "position": { 

                        "lat": null, 

                        "long": null 

                    }, 

                    "devtype": "battery", 

                    "features": { 

                        "StateOfCharge": { 

                            "name": "StateOfCharge", 
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                            "maxval": 100, 

                            "minval": 0, 

                            "value": 21.880000000000294, 

                            "units": "%", 

                            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

                        }, 

                        "ReactivePower": { 

                            "name": "ReactivePower", 

                            "maxval": 0, 

                            "minval": 0, 

                            "value": 0, 

                            "units": "kW", 

                            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

                        }, 

                        "ActivePower": { 

                            "name": "ActivePower", 

                            "maxval": 20, 

                            "minval": 0, 

                            "value": 0.00015476999999999998, 

                            "units": "kW", 

                            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

$ curl -X GET http://localhost:1234/groups/NGRP0002 

 

{ 

    "groups": { 

        "NGRP0002": { 

            "groupId": "NGRP0002", 

            "devices": { 

                "NORM4444": { 

                    "devId": "NORM4444", 

                    "groupID": "NGRP0002", 

                    "position": { 

                        "lat": null, 

                        "long": null 

                    }, 

                    "devtype": "battery", 

                    "features": { 

                        "StateOfCharge": { 

                            "name": "StateOfCharge", 

                            "maxval": 100, 
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                            "minval": 0, 

                            "value": 21.880000000000294, 

                            "units": "%", 

                            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

                        }, 

                        "ReactivePower": { 

                            "name": "ReactivePower", 

                            "maxval": 0, 

                            "minval": 0, 

                            "value": 0, 

                            "units": "kW", 

                            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

                        }, 

                        "ActivePower": { 

                            "name": "ActivePower", 

                            "maxval": 20, 

                            "minval": 0, 

                            "value": 0.00015476999999999998, 

                            "units": "kW", 

                            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

Table 37: The API to get aggregated group information from vDES 

Title Get Aggregated Group Information 

URL  

/groups/groupID/aggregated 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

groupID=[string] Group ID, e.g. “GRP1”. Wildcards is not allowed here. 

Success response  

200 

Content: <Aggregated group 
information in JSON format> 

The result content is the aggregated information of the requested group.   

Error responses 

404 Group does NOT exist 

500 Internal server error 

Sample call  
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$ curl -X GET http://localhost:1234/groups/NGRP0002/aggregated 

 

{ 

    "groupId": "NGRP0002", 

    "features": { 

        "StateOfCharge": { 

            "name": "StateOfCharge", 

            "maxval": 100, 

            "minval": 0, 

            "value": 21.880000000000294, 

            "units": "%", 

            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

        }, 

        "ReactivePower": { 

            "name": "ReactivePower", 

            "maxval": 0, 

            "minval": 0, 

            "value": 0, 

            "units": "kW", 

            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

        }, 

        "ActivePower": { 

            "name": "ActivePower", 

            "maxval": 20, 

            "minval": 0, 

            "value": 0.00015476999999999998, 

            "units": "kW", 

            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

        } 

    }, 

    "devtypes": { 

        "battery": 1 

    } 

} 

 

Table 38: The API to get aggregated group information update from vDES 

Title Get Aggregated Group Information Update (long-poll) 

URL  

/groups/groupID/aggregated-update 

Method 

GET 

Required URL Parameters 

groupID=[string] Group ID, e.g. “GRP1”. Wildcards is not allowed here. 

Success response  
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200 

Content: <Aggregated group 
information in JSON format> 

The result content is the aggregated information of the requested group. 
Note, this call will block until the data of the group is updated since last 
call.  

Error responses 

404 Group does NOT exist 

500 Internal server error 

Sample call  

$ curl -X GET http://localhost:1234/groups/NGRP0002/aggregated-update 

 

{ 

    "groupId": "NGRP0002", 

    "features": { 

        "StateOfCharge": { 

            "name": "StateOfCharge", 

            "maxval": 100, 

            "minval": 0, 

            "value": 21.880000000000294, 

            "units": "%", 

            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

        }, 

        "ReactivePower": { 

            "name": "ReactivePower", 

            "maxval": 0, 

            "minval": 0, 

            "value": 0, 

            "units": "kW", 

            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

        }, 

        "ActivePower": { 

            "name": "ActivePower", 

            "maxval": 20, 

            "minval": 0, 

            "value": 0.00015476999999999998, 

            "units": "kW", 

            "last_updated": 1560857942.550893 

        } 

    }, 

    "devtypes": { 

        "battery": 1 

    } 

} 

 

Table 39: The API to send energy balancing request to vDES 

Title Send Energy Balancing Request to vDES 

URL  
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/groups/groupID/setpoint 

Method 

PUT 

Required URL Parameters 

groupID=[string] Group ID, e.g. “GRP1”. Wildcards is not allowed here. 

Required Data Parameters 

Setpoint information in JSON 
format 

The JSON data should strictly follow the structure required by vDES. 
{ 

    "id": "a string group ID", 

    "pSet": a float number, 

    "qSet": a float number, 

    "timestamp": a UNIX timestamp 

} 

 
The “pSet” is the target active power while the “qSet” is the target 
reactive power. 

Success response  

200 vDES has handled the request successfully 

Error responses 

400 GroupID in the URL is not consistent with the URL in JSON data 

404 Group does NOT exist 

500 Internal server error 

Sample call  

$ curl -X PUT -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d @data.json 
http://localhost:1234/groups/NGRP0002/setpoint 

 

@data.json 

{ 

     "id": "NGRP0002", 

     "pSet": 10, 

     "qSet": 0, 

     "timestamp": 101111 

} 
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9.6 vPMU API 

9.6.1 Data model 

vPMU 

Property Type Description 

Phasor_Type String The type of the phasor. This type can be voltage (as standard type available from 
any NORM device, having the value “1”) and current (as additional type to available 
as an option for NORM device or other equipment having PMU functionality, having 
for current the value “1”). Need Sting to integer transformation   

SVID String The id of the channel; this Id gives the phase of the system:  1, 2, 3 (for indicating  
one phase of the three-phase system) or 0 for the neutral voltage, if this 
measurement exist 

freqFloat String The numeric value of the frequency, as string, which need to be interpreted as a 
floating point represented real value. 

freqInt String The numeric value of the mantissa associated to the frequency, as string which 
need to be interpreted as a floating point represented real value. 

magFloat String The numeric value of the measurement amplitude (the module of the phasor), as 
string which need to be interpreted as a floating point represented real value. The 
measurement type can be voltage or current and need to be correlated with 
Phasor_Type property described above. 

magInt String The numeric value of the mantissa associated to the measurement amplitude, as 
string which need to be interpreted as a floating point represented real value. 

phFloat String The numeric value of the measurement argument (the angle of the phasor), as 
string which need to be interpreted as a floating point represented real value. The 
measurement type can be voltage or current and need to be correlated with 
Phasor_Type property described above. 

phInt String The numeric value of the mantissa associated to the measurement argument 
(angle), as string which need to be interpreted as a floating point represented real 
value. 

rocofFloat String The numeric value of the rocof value (rate of change of frequency), as string which 
need to be interpreted as a floating point represented real value. The measurement 
is associated to Phasor_Type and SVID described above. 

rocofInt String The numeric value of the mantissa associated to the rocof value (rate of change of 
frequency), as string which need to be interpreted as a floating point represented 
real value. 

timestamp String The timestamp associated to the measurements, in a Linux standard format 

NORMtimestamp String The timestamp associated with the formation of the whole JSON message 

 

9.6.2 API documentation 
The following tables depict the available API including example requests. The customer needs to subscribe 
to the MQTT broker in order to receive JSON messages with PMU data calculated in the NORM device. 
For the examples it is assumend that the subscriber is listening on http://localhost:1883, which is the 
default port used by an MQTT broker. 

Title vPMU 

URL  
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<NORM_Address> 

Method 

MQTT publish/subscribe protocol. The vPMU periodicaly publish the measured values to 
the MQTT broker so there are available to subscribers on the [Topic] parameter  

Required URL Parameters 

Parameter1=[MQTT Address] The address of the MQTT broker 

Optional URL Parameters 

N/A  

Required Data Parameters 

Parameter=[Topic] The topic to which it is subscribed 

Optional Data Parameters 

N/A  

Success response  

Cyclical payloads If the functionality is operational, a cyclical activity with received payload 
messages is recorded 

Error responses 

 There is no error messages 

Sample call  

Subscribe to topic: 

'NORM/L_057/PMU/Values' 

Received Payload (example): 

{ 

"PMU": 

{ 

"PMU_027": 

{ 

"Phasor_Type":"1", 

"SVID":"1", 

"freqFloat":"0.780869", 

"freqInt":"6", 

"magFloat":"0.551787", 

"magInt":"4", 

"phFloat":"-0.737833", 

"phInt":"2", 

"rocofFloat":"-0.535897", 

"rocofInt":"-8", 

"timestamp":"1542773408801" 

}  

}, 

"NORMtimestamp":"2018/11/21 04:10:10:005" 

} 
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